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Abstract

Diffusive Acceleration of Particles at Collisionless
Magnetohydrodynamic Shocks
by

Errol Summerlin
Collisionless magnetohydrodynamic shocks are ubiquitous in the universe, occurring
in locations as nearby as the Earths bow shock and as remote as the supermassive
blackholes at the centers of distant galaxies. All of these shocks are believed to
accelerate particles via diffusive (or first-order Fermi) shock acceleration (DSA).
This thesis makes contributions to the study of collisionless magnetohydrodynamic
shocks including the development of numerical solutions to the Rankine-Hugoniot
shock jump conditions in relativistic shocks, independent development of a kinetic
Monte Carlo simulation to model acceleration at heliospheric and astrophysical
shocks, and applications of this simulation to problems in space physics. Inside the
heliosphere, the simulation is used to generate simulated spectra for heliospheric
shocks and these are compared to in-situ observations from the SWICS and
HI-SCALE instruments on the Ulysses spacecraft. These results show that the
extended power-law tail in shock 91292 can be accurately modeled by DSA using a
simple scattering mechanism and only one free parameter, without the need for a
pre-acceleration mechanism. To improve the fit in the energy range of slightly
suprathermal particles, we explore an alternative scattering mechanism that
emulates the diffusive characteristics of the field line wandering (FLW) study of
Giacalone and Jokipii (1999). In supernova remnants, the effects of the cross-shock
potential, an electric field created by the disparate diffusive scales of protons and
electrons which create charge separation near the shock, are explored laying the

groundwork for future inclusion of a self-consistent cross-shock potential in the
simulation. Finally, in relativistic shocks, simulation results highlight the
importance of the obliquity of the large scale magnetic field, the amount of
turbulence, and even the detailed microphysics of the turbulence in determining the
power-law index of accelerated particles. We also find that the super-luminality vs.
sub-luminality of the shock becomes a critical characteristic in determining the
behavior of the power-law index. For sub-luminal shocks, decreased turbulence and
increased obliquity enhance acceleration. For super-luminal shocks, the dependence
is reversed. This sudden change in behavior is understood and explained.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Collisionless magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shocks are found in diverse environments
ranging from the inner heliosphere to the central regions of distant galaxies and other
astrophysical objects because of the prevalence of super-sonic gas flows. Collisionless
MHD shocks occur when the gas in question is a tenuous plasma consisting of electrons
and ions where the particles interact via magnetohydrodynamic wave-particle interactions, rather than conventional coulomb collisions. The properties of the plasma on
either side of the shock are governed by the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump conditions
that require conservation of mass, energy, momentum, and magnetic flux across the
shock. These jump conditions and the contributions of this thesis to developing numerical solutions to these equations in relativistic shocks are discussed in more detail
in Chapter 2.
Inside the heliosphere the supersonic solar wind interacts with planetary magnetospheres, forming planetary bow shocks (see Fig. 1.1). It also shocks with the
interstellar medium that surrounds the heliosphere, creating the termination shock
(TS) and the heliospheric bow shock (see Fig. 1.2). Coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
from the sun are often moving with speeds of order 1000 km/s. These easily overtake
the solar wind, which typically moves at 300 to 600 km/s, and a shock forms at the
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Figure 1.1: The earth's magnetosphere acts as a barrier to the ionized solar wind plasma creating a shock. Image courtesy of the SOHO image gallery
(http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery)

interface between the plasmas. The solar wind can also shock with itself as faster
moving portions of the solar wind overtake and shock slower moving portions of the
solar wind creating co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs, see Fig. 1.3). CIR shocks
are the primary focus of our heliospheric work because they are relatively isolated
from other phenomena and the incident un-shocked distributions of particles at distances > 1 AU from the sun contain minimal signatures of accelerated populations,
making them easier to model. Additionally, CIRs are much larger than planets, making the radius of curvature of the shock quite large and allowing the approximation
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Bow Shock
Hehosheath*
Voyager 1

\ Voyager 2

Termination Shock
Heliopause

Heliosphere
Figure 1.2: The supersonic solar wind flowing out from the sun is slowed to sub-sonic
speeds at the Termination Shock much like water from the faucet flows out in all
directions once it hits the sink until it eventually stops. The sun is also believed to
be traveling through the interstellar medium at super-sonic speeds and shocks the
interstellar medium creating the Bow Shock. Image credit: Walt Feimer/NASA GSFC
(http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/274844mainDaveheliosphere_FlippedVis4Lg.jpg)
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Figure 1.3: A schematic diagram of a corotating interaction region in two dimensions
in the equatorial plane. The solid lines represent magnetic field lines while the length
of the arrows are a measure of the flow speed. The curvature of the magnetic field
lines is the Parker spiral (Parker 1958). This is a result of the sun's rotation dragging
magnetic field lines that are "frozen in" to the solar wind as it rotates. Figure from
Forsyth and Gosling (2001).
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of a planar shock to remain valid to higher energies.
In astrophysics there are many other more energetic events that trigger shocks
and accelerate particles to such high energies that their radiation is seen in the GeV
and TeV bands. In addition to the bow shocks of other stars, shocks are observed in
supernova remnants (SNRs, see Fig. 1.4) where the exploding stellar material shocks
with the interstellar medium and the shock travels outward at speeds of order one
hundredth the speed of light. The relativistic outflows from active galactic nuclei
(AGNs, accreting black holes at the centers of galaxies that shoot jets of relativistic
gas along their rotation axis, see Fig. 1.5), and the even more relativistic outflows
expected to be associated with gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), the origins of which are
still a matter of some debate (see Fig. 1.6) must also push aside the interstellar
medium and create shocks.
Particle acceleration at these collisionless shocks is believed to be a common phenomenon in space plasmas. In the heliosphere, direct measurements of accelerated
non-thermal ions and electrons in various energy ranges at the Earth's bow shock (e.g.
Scholer et al. 1980; Mobius et al. 1987; and Gosling et al. 1989) and interplanetary
shocks (e.g., Sarris & Van Allen 1974; Decker et al. 1981; Tan et al. 1988; Baring et
al. 1997) indicate energization processes that are intimately connected to shock environs. Outside the heliosphere, non-thermal particle distributions are inferred from
observed photon spectra of supernova remnants, pulsar wind nebulae, blazars, and
7-ray bursts (e.g. Blandford & Eichler 1987, and references therein), all of which
possess supersonic outflows that are readily shocked. Commonly, these non-thermal
distributions take the form of power-law tails that can extend to thousands or millions
of times the ambient thermal energies of the particles. These power-law tails are seen
throughout the galaxy and indeed, the flux of cosmic rays seen at earth (see Fig. 1.7)
indicates a robust power-law up to the limits of our instrumentation, suggesting that

6

CHANDRA CLOSE-UP

Figure 1.4: The figure shows an XMM-Newton EPIC camera full field view of the supernova remnant RCW 86, with an inset of a close-up by Chandra. The age of the remnant derived by the investigators suggests that this supernova remnant is likely to be
associated with SN 185, a supernova explosion 2000 years ago observed by Chinese astronomers. The image is false-colored according to energy band, such that low energy
(0.5-1 keV) photons are shown in red, medium energy (1.0-2.0 keV) photons are shown
in green, and high energy (2.0-6.6 keV) photons are shown in blue. Image and caption courtesy of Jacco Vink (SRON Utrecht) and ESA as found in the XMM-Newton
Image Gallery (http://xmm.esac.esa.int/external/xmm_science/gallery/public/)
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Figure 1.5: An artist's rendition of an AGN. Historically, AGNs were known as
several different types of sources (Seyfert galaxies, Quasars, radio galaxies, and
Blazars) until it was deduced that they were all probably the same type of object
being looked at from different angles. Generally, AGNs that are actively accreting often also have jets. Image credit: Aurore Simonnet, Sonoma State University
(http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/news/topstory/2007/active_galaxy.html)
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FORMATION OF A GAMMA-RAY BURST could begin either
w i t h the merger of t w o neutron stars or w i t h the collapse
of a massiive star. Both these events create a bflack hole
with a disk of material around it. The hole-disk s y s t e m , in
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Figure 1.6: Different mechanisms for the creation of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have
been proposed. The "merger scenario" consists of a pair of binary neutron stars (stars
so dense that the quantum inability of two particles to be in the same place at the
same time is the only thing preventing them from collapsing into a black hole) merge.
The other "Hypernova scenario" involves the collapse of a single super-massive star
(hundreds of times the mass of the sun). In both cases, the end result is a black
hole and a lot of energy that is released in highly relativistic outflows that shoot off
along the rotation axis of the black hole. In addition to the shock created when the
jet pushes through the interstellar medium, internal shocks occur when faster moving
blobs, also called shells, collide with slower moving blobs. Image Credit: Juan Velasco
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acceleration at shocks could be the dominant source of accelerated particles throughout the observable universe. The motivations for developing and honing theories of
shock acceleration are therefore obvious, and a variety of approaches have emerged.
One possible means for the generation of non-thermal particles is the Fermi mechanism, often called diffusive shock acceleration (DSA); it is the simulation of this
process in a variety of heliospheric and astrophysical environments that is the topic
of this thesis.
DSA is believed to be the primary acceleration mechanism in most collisionless MHD shocks. This phenomenon arises when charged particles interact quasielastically with turbulent fields in the shock layer, via Alfven waves (Alfven 1942),
and are diffusively transported back and forth across the shock, each time achieving
a net gain in energy on average (Bell 1978, Peacock 1981). The review by Jones
(1994) provides a detailed mathematical description of the acceleration process. In
this thesis, I will only briefly describe the process by analogy. If one imagines that the
two converging plasmas are like walls approaching one another and considers particles
as rubber balls bouncing elastically between those walls, one can easily imagine that
the rubber balls will pick up energy each time they bounce off the wall and thereby
gain energy, but these flows are not solid walls, so some fraction of the particles escape without bouncing off the walls and some particles do bounce off the walls a few
times before escaping. This process of losing some particles and energizing the others
results naturally in a power-law distribution because there often exists no intrinsic
momentum scale over a large range.
In non-relativistic shocks, the high energy power-law index of these distributions
has been derived analytically by the authors mentioned above, and is, in the simplified
shock they described, only a function of the hydrodynamic compression ratio. This
is the ratio of the upstream and downstream flows parallel to the shock normal,
usually denoted by r, which can be anywhere from 1 to 4 in non-relativistic shocks
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Figure 1.7: Cosmic rays are high energy particles from outside the heliosphere. The
low energy cosmic rays are suppressed because they are deflected by the heliospheric
magnetic field much like charged particles are deflected by the earth's magnetosphere;
this suppression is termed solar modulation. High energy particles form a robust
power-law out to 1015-1016 eV, where the index of the power-law changes slightly at
the so-called "knee". The origins of these particles are suspected to be shocks, but this
is not proven and the precise objects which create the different energies of particles and
the reason for the "knee" in the spectrum are still matters of debate. Image Credit:
Simon Swordy (http://dco.uchicago.edu/Swordy_cosmicquest_SSE_GAN.pdf)
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and is primarily dependent on the sonic and Alfvenic Mach numbers (see Chapter
2). However, the fraction of the thermal un-shocked particles that are in this powerlaw tail (the normalization of the power-law tail relative to the injected un-shocked
distribution) is not as well understood. When cold upstream particles initially cross
the shock, their thermal speed in the downstream frame is only of order (r — 1) times
the speed of the downstream flow due to kinetic heating and Rankine-Hugoniot shock
jump conditions (see Chapter 2). If they are stuck to a field line that makes an angle 0
with the shock normal and can only diffuse along that field line, then (r — 1) cos 0 > 1
is required for this particle to have any chance of diffusing upstream against the
downstream flow. For (r — l ) c o s 0 < 1, particles are inexorably swept downstream.
However, if the particle is allowed to diffuse equally well both perpendicular to the
field and along it, the condition becomes simply (r — 1) > 1 and all shocks with
r > 2 will be able to efficiently accelerate particles. However, realistic shock environs
lie somewhere in between these two extremes, and understanding the nature of the
turbulence that allows particles to diffuse across field lines and how the diffusive
characteristics vary with energy is a matter of ongoing research. This is referred to
in the literature as the "injection problem" and is discussed in more detail in later
chapters.
There are two over-arching approaches to modeling diffusive shock acceleration:
analytic and simulational. Simulational approaches can be roughly divided into 3
types: particle in cell (PIC) simulations, hybrid simulations, and Monte Carlo simulations.
Analytic approaches: In these works, authors solve, either analytically or numerically, the diffusion-convection differential equation (see Jones 1990, for a review
paper on the subject) directly (Kang & Jones 1995; Kirk & Heavens 1989). Typically, the simplifying assumptions necessary to make the mathematics tractable limit
the scope of these works. For example, the diffusion approximation, which assumes
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particles are isotropic in all relevant frames of reference, can be employed in nonrelativistic shocks, but cannot be applied to relativistic systems because of their
inherent anisotropics. Even in non-relativistic shocks, the diffusion approximation
fails for particle speeds that are not significantly larger than the flow speeds on either
side of the shock, making it inapplicable to the "injection problem". Nevertheless,
analytic results are useful probes and extremely useful as test cases for simulations
to verify that they are able to reproduce the results in these limiting cases.
PIC simulations: The most comprehensive way to study dissipation, acceleration and wave generation in collisionless shocks is with particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, where particle motion and field fluctuations are obtained as solutions of the
Newton-Lorentz and Maxwell's equations. However, since the computational cost of
a true N-body simulation is un-feasibly high, these simulations instead calculate the
fields at specific points on a grid and interpolate in between the grid points to get
the field for a specific particle. The particle trajectories are then integrated along the
interpolated field. Thus, these simulations fail to see electro-magnetic perturbations
on a scale smaller than their grid size but are otherwise very good at determining the
details of the turbulent interactions between particles self-consistently. Relativistic
PIC codes have blossomed to model shocks in applications such as GRBs and pulsar wind termination shocks, focusing largely, but not exclusively, on perpendicular
shocks (e.g. Gallant et al. 1992; Smolsky & Usov 1996; Silva et al. 2003; Hededal
et al. 2004; Liang & Nishimura 2004; Medvedev et al. 2005; Nishikawa et al. 2005;
and Spitkovsky 2008). These works have explored pair shocks, ion-doped shocks,
Poynting flux-dominated outflows, and low-field systems with dissipation driven by
the Weibel instability. PIC simulations are dynamic in nature, and rarely achieve a
time-asymptotic state. None of these works has demonstrated the establishment of
an extended power-law that is required in modeling emission from gamma-ray bursts
and active galactic nuclei, though note the isolated recent suggestions (Spitkovsky
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2008; Martins et al. 2009) of the beginnings of a non-thermal tail generated by diffusive transport. The general difficulty with seeking evidence of acceleration in PIC
codes beyond true thermalization is perhaps due to the severely restricted spatial and
temporal scales of the simulations, imposed by their intensive CPU and memory requirements. With the anticipated advances in computational capability over the next
decade, PIC simulations will become a much more powerful tool for probing DSA.
For a recent discussion of relativistic shock acceleration, see Baring (2004).
Monte Carlo: On the other end of the spectrum are kinematic Monte Carlo
techniques such as those of Ellison & Jones (see Jones & Ellison 1991, and references
therein) and Niemiec & Ostrowski (see Niemiec & Ostrowski 2004, and references
therein). These are generally test particle simulations that treat the plasma as a
background fluid and follow trajectories of particles in a simulated turbulent magnetic field. The turbulent magnetic field can be modeled by either integrating particle
trajectories in a constantly changing magnetic field (Niemiec and Ostrowski) or using
a phenomenological mean free path combined with a scattering mechanism which
simulates the effects of the turbulent field (Ellison and Jones). The former of these
lay claim to a "realistic" field structure and (presumably) realistic particle scattering
at the expense of computation time. The latter are less computationally expensive,
allowing better statistics and a broader dynamic range. Some authors incorporate
a measure of self-consistency by allowing the accelerated particles to influence the
dynamic properties of the shock (see Ellison et al. 1999), but electromagnetic interactions between particles in the simulations are never modeled self-consistently in these
types of simulations. The fluid parameters on either side of the shock are determined
via the standard Rankine-Hugoniot relations (see Chapter 2). While Monte Carlo
simulations do not self-consistently model the plasma interactions, these simulations
are much faster than PIC codes, permitting a broad dynamic range in momentum and
space and, with a simple scattering mechanism, are able to accurately reproduce ob-
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served particle distributions at shocks as well as other features of the shock environs.
With a more sophisticated scattering mechanism that more accurately emulates the
micro-physical details of the turbulent interactions, these fits can be improved still
further. It is for this reason we have chosen this simulation for our analysis.
Hybrid: In between the kinematic Monte Carlo simulations and the full PIC
codes are hybrid simulations. Hybrid codes (e.g. Quest 1988; Burgess 1989; Winske
et al. 1990; Trattner k Scholer 1991; Giacalone et al. 1992; Liewer et al. 1993;
Kucharek & Scholer 1995) provide probes of shock structure, with an emphasis primarily on plasma structure, wave properties, and wave-ion interactions, in the environs of shocks. The later implementations of the hybrid technique are like that
of Giacalone and Jokipii (1999), which are very similar to the algorithm of Niemiec
and Ostrowski and could, in truth, be called Monte Carlo as easily as Niemic and Ostrowski could be called hybrid. More detailed simulations that are consequently slower
or use reduced dimensionality, such as that of Trattner and Scholer (1991), treat the
electrons as a background fluid but are otherwise similar to PIC simulations in that
the motions of ions affect the elctromagnetic fields in the simulation, making them
self-consistent in this sense. It should be noted though that these types of hybrid simulations have difficulty producing extended power-laws in quasi-perpendicular shocks.
This is thought (see Jones et al. 1998) to be because of the reduced dimensionality
of these systems artificially suppressing cross-field diffusion, preventing injection, but
could also be a consequence of treating the electrons as a background fluid. However,
others argue that including missing physical details, such as a shock that ripples due
to the turbulence just as magnetic field lines do, will produce accelerated particles in
hybrid simulations.
We have independently developed a Monte Carlo style simulation, the details of
which are given in Chapter 3, similar to that of Ellison and Jones. Using it, we
have conducted studies at shocks that can be roughly divided into 3 groups: non-
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relativistic heliospheric shocks, supernova remnant (SNR) shocks, and relativistic or
mildly relativistic astrophysical shocks.
In Chapter 4, heliospheric shocks and the importance of pick-up ions in modeling
heliospheric shocks is explored. Pick-up ions are interstellar neutral particles that
enter the heliosphere and become ionized by either solar ultra-violet (UV) radiation
or by direct charge exchange with the solar wind. These newly created ions are then
"picked up" by the solar wind and carried out to the termination shock where they
are accelerated and become anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs). See Ellison et al. (1999)
for a Monte Carlo simulation of ACR acceleration and see the references in that
paper for other discussion on the subject. When they are picked up, in the frame of
the solar wind, the pick-up ions have speeds of order the solar wind speed and have
thermal speeds about 10 times faster than typical solar wind particles. This allows
them to overcome the "injection problem" more readily. The primary consequence
of this is that in oblique shocks, pick-up ions, although their density is far lower
than that of the solar wind, can become the dominant particles in the high energy
tail due to the suppressed injection of low energy thermal particles. Our first study
introduces a pick-up ion distribution into the incident plasma flow as we model a
CIR shock encountered by the Ulysses spacecraft and compare the resulting particle
distribution to that observed by the SWICS and HI-SCALE instruments on board
that spacecraft. We achieve excellent agreement for the extended power-law tails and
reasonable fits for the injection regime at slightly suprathermal energies. We also
find that we can successfully model the upstream precursor observed by Gloeckler et
al. (1994) with only DSA showing that a pre-acceleration process is unnecessary to
successfully reproduce the observed results. We also include pick-up ions in another
shock encountered closer to the sun to attempt to improve upon a fit from previous
work and begin to explore alternative scattering scenarios that address diffusion due
to field line wandering (FLW), and may improve the fit, particularly in the slightly
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suprathermal injection regime.
Chapter 5 explores cross-shock potentials in SNR shock waves. Cross-shock potentials arise because protons have much larger gyro-radii and mean free paths than
electrons, due to their larger mass, leading to charge separation at the shock as
electrons adjust to the change in density on much shorter distance scales than the
protons. Thus, the quasi-neutrality present in the plasma is locally perturbed, creating electric fields that can influence the injection and acceleration of particles at
shocks. This work focuses on determining the magnitude and general characteristics of the cross-shock potential, laying the ground work for eventually including a
self-consistent description of these effects in our Monte Carlo simulation.
The simulation is fully relativistic and, in Chapter 6, we take advantage of that fact
to explore the acceleration parameter space in relativistic shocks. In non-relativistic
shocks, the power-law index of the resulting distribution only depends upon the compression ratio, r. However, in relativistic shocks, the obliquity of the shock, the levels
of turbulence present in the system and even the microphysics of the turbulent interactions become critical input for determining the shape of the resulting high energy
distribution function. By comparing with other theoretical and simulation work and
expanding substantially on the parameter space available to those authors, a critical inflection point in the parameter space is found when the quantity -Ui x /cosO,
the ratio of the upstream component of the plasma flow normal to the shock to the
cosine of the angle the magnetic field makes with the shock normal, is equal to 1.
For iti x /cosO < 1, so-called sub-luminal shocks, increasing obliquity and decreasing
turbulence serve to enhance acceleration in the power-law tail. For

M1X/COS0

> 1,

super-luminal shocks, the opposite holds true. The results are particularly dramatic
in the cases of extremely low turbulence. The results detailed in this chapter are
important in understanding the potential underlying particle distributions that produce the radiation seen in GRBs and AGNs where relativistic shocks are expected to
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occur. They are also germane to the generation of the highest energy cosmic rays,
those above around 1017 eV.

Chapter 2
Magnetohydrodynamic J u m p
Conditions for Collisionless Shocks
2.1

Introduction

In their most basic form, the shock jump conditions known as the Rankine-Hugoniot
(RH) jump conditions arise from simply requiring that the amount of mass, momentum, and energy flowing into the shock be the same as that flowing out of the shock.
For magnetohydrodynamic shocks such as those studied here, it is additionally required that magnetic flux be conserved. In non-relativistic shocks this results in the
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following set of 6 equations (Boyd and Sanderson 1969; Decker 1988):

r - 1/

Pux + -puxu
2

+ u x B /47r - £ x

[Bx\\ =

0

(2.1a)

[pux]l =

0

(2.1b)

[pul + P + Bl/^]\=

0

(2.1c)

[PUXUZ-BXBZ/4TT}1=

0

(2.1d)

uzBx - ullx=
LJz}\
xB
z\ i

0

(2.1e)

+ uzBz) /Air

0

(2.1f)

(M X B X

where £? denotes the magnetic field, u denotes the plasma flow relative to the stationary shock, p is the density, P is the pressure, and T is the ratio of specific heats,
5/3 for an ideal non-relativistic gas. The subscript x denotes the component normal
to the shock plane and z denotes the components of u and B perpendicular to the
shock normal. The ^/-direction equations add no new information and are omitted.
The difference operator [ }\ is defined such that [F}\ = F2 — Fx with the 1 subscript denoting an upstream quantity and 2 denoting a downstream quantity. The
above notations are common throughout this thesis and can be assumed in the cases
where they are not explicitly stated. Given quantities on one side of the shock, the
quantities on the other side can be determined analytically and a unique compression
ratio, r = u\jui,

can be found. The solution is non-trivial, but the solution has

already been published and discussed at length by other authors (Decker 1988, and
references therein) and will not be discussed in this thesis. The contribution of this
thesis to this area of research concerns the RH jump conditions in oblique relativistic
magnetohydrodynamic shocks.
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2.2

Magnetohydrodynamic J u m p Conditions For
Oblique Relativistic Shocks

2.2.1

Introduction

In the case of relativistic shocks, the shock jump conditions are considerably more
difficult to solve than the non-relativistic solutions presented in Decker (1988), due
to the impact of length contraction and time dilation effects on the structure of the
six conservation equations. There are different approaches to solving the RankineHugoniot jump conditions in relativistic MHD discontinuities, surveyed in Double et
al. (2004). Our approach here builds upon previous work by Ballard & Heavens
(1991) that formulates the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in the de Hoffman-Teller
Frame (de Hoffman & Teller 1950, hereafter HT) in a manageable form. Then the
system of equations is transformed into the normal incidence frame (NIF, in which
the upstream plasma flow is parallel to the shock normal or x direction), arriving at a
system of three simultaneous equations in which the terms that become imaginary in
super-luminal shocks are no longer present. These three equations are solved numerically after the Jiittner-Synge equation of state is invoked to connect key thermodynamic quantities such as pressure and enthalpy, to the temperatures of the upstream
and downstream relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. This method encompasses a broad range of shock conditions, specifically ranges of sonic and Alfvenic
Mach numbers, and transitions seamlessly from subluminal to superluminal regimes.
Our results are compared directly with that of the work by Double et al. (2004), highlighting similarities, and also differences that result from a specific approximation to
the downstream equation of state employed in that work.
Before embarking upon the construction and reduction of the jump conditions, a
brief summary of the subscript conventions adopted here for the different frames of
reference is given. The 'f subscript will denote a quantity defined in the rest frame of
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the upstream (subscript 1) or downstream (subscript 2) plasma. HT frame variables
will be subscripted with an 'HT.' To distinguish NIF frame quantities from those
measured in the fluid or HT frames, they will be denoted by an 'S' subscript for the
— * •

shock frame. Additionally, @B will always refer to an angle the magnetic field B
makes with the shock normal, and 8U will refer to the angle a plasma flow makes
with the shock normal.
The character of the solutions to this system of equations is controlled by two key
parameters, basically the relative scaling of the upstream thermal energy or pressure
P i , and the fluid frame magnetic field energy density 5^f/(87r) to the upstream ram
pressure p\u\x . Here, u\x = (3lxSc is the velocity component of the upstream fluid
normal to the shock, in the NIF. Accordingly, we define these via the sonic (.Ms) and
Alfvenic (MA) Mach numbers:
Ml

= &&•

,

Ml

= ^

^

.

(2.2)

These are conventional definitions for non-relativistic shocks, and their extension to
oblique discontinuities and relativistic systems does not lead to unique choices. For
example, subjectivity is involved in deciding between u\x and u\, and similarly for
B\xi versus BXl. Hence, we adopt the above definitions (as did Double et al. 2004),
for which Y\ is the upstream adiabatic index, discussed further in Section 2.2.4, so
that TiPi/pi

2.2.2

is the square of the upstream sound speed.

The de Hoffman-Teller Frame Solution

For subluminal flows, where /3i x /cosO Bfl < 1, the HT frame is an obvious choice in
which the shock jump conditions can be written, since therein the jump conditions
reduce to a simple form.

In the HT frame, fluid flows along the magnetic field

lines and there is no u x B electric field.

For the time being, we will restrict
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considerations to these types of shocks and later trivially generalize the results to
include superluminal shocks. Four of the shock jump equations are defined by the
conservation of the mass, momentum (2 components), and energy fluxes across the
shock interface. The remaining two derive from the electromagnetic field constraints
V-.B = 0 and V x £ = 0, the latter of which is trivial in the HT frame, because
—* —*

E = 0 identically everywhere.
The form of these jump conditions in the HT frame has been derived previously
by Ballard & Heavens (1991). Those equations are reproduced below with the notable exception that the subscript 'y' used in their paper has been replaced with
the subscript V to avoid confusion when comparing to other works. Here, the magnetic field everywhere lies in the x-z

plane, and the y-axis defines the direction of

u x B drift velocities. All quantities save 7 , f3, and B are defined in the frame
where the plasma is stationary hereafter referred to as the "local fluid frame" or "upstream/downstream rest frame". For the present, those 3 quantities are defined in
the HT frame. Setting c = 1, as is done throughout this thesis, conservation of mass
or particle number flux gives
llPlxPl

= I2p2xp2

(2-3)

where p; denotes mass density. Throughout this subchapter, subscripts 1 and 2
denote upstream and downstream quantities (labelled by i in general), and HT subscripts will be omitted. Also, (5 is the flow speed written as a fraction of the speed
of light, and 7 is the Lorentz factor associated with the flow speed j3 . Conservation
of the x and z components of momentum flux gives, respectively,

(2.4)
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This corrects an obvious typographical error in Eq. (26) of Ballard & Heavens (1991)
in their terms involving the enthalpies Wi = e* + Pt. The internal energy e^, which
includes the rest mass energy density, can be related to P» and pi through an equation
of state, as is addressed in Section 2.2.4 below. In the HT frame, conservation of
energy flux is simply
T i A x ^ i = llp2xW2

•

(2.5)

Here, the magnetic field contributions to the stress-energy tensor (see, for example,
Eq. (21) of Double et al. 2004) cancel to zero precisely because of the pair of equations

P\z

75
Plx

£3\z

i.

— "5
=
-Dlx

r\

P2z

tanfc) B H T 1

,

EJ2Z

-5
= -g
P2x
&2X

+.

=

r\

tanfc)BHT2

/o

•,

P.\

v^-'-v

that define the specific choice of the HT frame. The absence of such magnetic terms
in the energy flux, combined with the compact nature of the momentum flux conditions, underline the attractive simplicity of adopting the HT frame (compare, for example, with the electromagnetic stress tensor contributions to the momentum fluxes
in Eqs. (25) and (26) of Double et al. 2004). The elimination of the now trivial
V x £ = 0 equation is therefore replaced by the inclusion of the HT frame definition
— *

— * •

equation. Finally, the Maxwell equation V B = 0 gives

-Six = B2x

,

(2.7)

unaltered by relativistic generalization because it is intrinsically relativistic.
Following Ballard and Heavens, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) can be used to eliminate
the z-components B\z

and B2z,

and the downstream x-component B2x.

solutions were defined in terms of two upstream parameters A — jiWi/pi
Blx/[^PiliPix]

Their
and C —

• Here, as an alternative listing, we observe that the ratio

C/A

appears repeatedly in the resulting subset of processed equations, so we define 7^
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times this ratio via

/

"lx

=

COS

V^BHTI PlxPl
l

fry

o\

A

which, as a ratio of magnetic to thermal (plus rest mass) energy density, is essentially
an adaptation of the inverse of the upstream plasma beta parameter (3P = 87rPi/Bf
to oblique, relativistic MHD flows. The second prescription for ip uses the Alfvenic
Mach number definition in Eq. (2.2), together with identity of total magnetic fields
in the fluid and HT frames, i.e. BlHT = B1{. The energy flux equation is most easily
manipulated, dividing Eq. (2.5) by the mass conservation in Eq. (2.3):

1\W\

_

Pi

72^2
P2

_

W2
„_/-,

_

c(l

(2.9)
_

P2^l~Pl~Pl

R2

This is just the constant A employed by Ballard & Heavens (1991). Next, dividing
the z-component of momentum conservation in Eq. (2.4) by Eq. (2.5) solves for p^z:

Plx \7lP2x -IpJ
This can be inserted at need into Eq. (2.9), eliminating /32z • Finally, the x-component
of momentum conservation in Eq. (2.4) can be divided by Eq. (2.5) and multiplied
by yf, producing

Here, expressing the ratio Piz//3ix = tan0 B H T 1 in terms of the de Hoffman-Teller
field angle

0 B H TI

, a constant for the shock structure, yields an alternative algebraic

form. However, note that

0 B H TI

is not uniquely defined, a subtlety that is discussed

in Sec. 2.2.3 below. Observe also that the second term on the right hand side is
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proportional to P2/W2 multiplied by W2/W1; the second factor can be expressed using
Eq. (2.9), and the first is a function of the downstream temperature T2 through the
equation of state, to be defined in Section 2.2.4.
Eq. (2.9), with Eq. (2.10) inserted, and (2.11) constitute a system of two simultaneous equations with unknowns F 2 , w2 and fax • However, w2 will be related
in Sec. 2.2.4 to P2 via an equation of state, rendering the system numerically solvable. This set of equations is simple and elegant, being virtually as compact as the
system for jump conditions at relativistic, plane-parallel, hydrodynamic shocks (e.g.
Blandford & McKee 1976). However, their validity is restricted to subluminal regimes
where the HT frame formally exists. Therefore, to realize broader applicability, it is
necessary to transform them to the normal incidence shock rest frame, and thereafter
explore their numerical solution.

2.2.3

Transforming to t h e Normal Incidence Shock Frame

In cases where the HT frame exists, one can define a boost velocity fa in the z
direction that transforms from the normal incidence frame into the HT frame. The
two key input quantities in this regard are /3 lxS , the shock speed in the upstream
fluid frame, and G Bn , the angle between the shock velocity and the magnetic field
vector in the upstream fluid frame. A third parameter that is derivative of these two
is the HT frame field angle B BHT1 . As discussed by Kirk h Heavens (1989), there is
a lack of uniqueness in defining field and flow angles in the de Hoffman-Teller frame,
up to rotations. Here, we will adopt the following sequence of boosts to effect Lorentz
transformation to the HT frame from the local fluid frame: this will be performed by
first boosting by fixSx along the shock normal to the NIF, and then boosting by faz
in the shock plane to arrive at the HT frame. The planes of the shock in both the
NIF and HT frames are thereby coincident. This yields an unambiguous definition
of

0 B H TI

(and 0 BHT 2), and is the preferred protocol for our simulation due to the
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enhanced simplicity it permits for modeling particle convection and gyration in the
shock layer. However, it should be emphasized that a single boost along the field
vector B from the fluid to HT frames yields an aberration of the shock plane: it
is rotated relative the NIF shock plane, as described in Ballard & Heavens (1991).
Such a rotation leads to a need to account for it when defining field and flow angles
with respect to the shock plane, an unnecessary complication. The two-step fluid-toHT frame transformation approach adopted here was also the preference of Kirk &
Heavens (1989).
The flow velocities in the NIF and HT frames of reference are related via standard
Lorentz transformations

&

0

~

MxHT

—

7t(l+&As)

-

As + A
(l + AAs)

'
(2.12)

zHT
(3,

These relations can be applied to both the upstream and downstream sides of the
shock; their subscripts have been suppressed here for the sake of compactness. In
the upstream region, where the definition of the NIF requires that As = 0, these
equations distill down to AHT = As/7*

an

d AHT = A , respectively. Subsequently,

taking the ratio of these two upstream equations, one can express the boost speed A
and Lorentz factor 7 t = (1 — flf)~xl2 in terms of /3lxS and

0 B H TI

:

It A = ftxS tan 0BHTi ,
(2.13)

A =

(3lxS tan 0
BHTl

1 + /3fxS tan 2 0BHTi

Since, for flux conserving jump conditions in MHD discontinuities, the HT frame is
identical for both upstream and downstream locations, it can be inferred that the
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identities in Eq. (2.13) can be written also in terms of downstream quantities, merely
via the substitutions /?lxS —>• /32xS and 0 Bfl -^ ©Bra •
The relationship between the magnetic field components in the two frames of reference is similarly routinely derived via standard transformation equations for electric
and magnetic fields:
BXHT

= —— ,

BMT

= BzS

,

(2-14)

noting that the equation for BxliT is only one part of the full transformation equations,
which also transform the NIF drift electric field in the y direction exactly to zero in
the HT frame. The ratios of the equations in Eq. (2.14) then simply yield

tan© BHT1 = 7 t tanO B s l

,

tan6BHT2 = 7t tan @B S2

(2-15)

for the upstream and downstream HT frame field angles to the shock normal. These
are recognizable aberration formulae for the electromagnetic/photon field, with the
NIF frame field obliquity always being less than that in the de Hoffman-Teller frame.
As remarked upon above, they differ (by a rotation) from the HT frame field angles
that would be inferred from a single boost between the local fluid and HT frames.
Combining this result with the Eq. (2.13) yields the relationship

fit = Ax S tanG Bsl

(2.16)

removing a reference to the HT frame from Eq.

(2.12). The subluminal condi-

tion for the existence of the HT frame, written in terms of NIF quantities, is then
PlxS tan 6 B s l < 1.
To close this sequence of boost algebra, one needs the relation between field angles
in the fluid frames and the NIF. These are derived in the same manner as Eq. (2.15),
yielding
tanO B s l = 7 l s t a n 0 B f l

,

tan9 B s 2 = 7 2 S tan6 B f 2

,

(2.17)
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where 71S = l / ^ / l - /3 2 xS , and 72S = l / ^ / l - /32xS -/3 2 2 zS . As a result, Eq. (2.16)
can be rewritten using tanG BHT1 = 7 l s 7 t tanO B f l to yield.a boost speed expressed
entirely in terms of input quantities:

Pt = 7isA*stan9 B f l

.

(2.18)

This then routinely rearranges so that the subluminal (3t < 1 condition becomes the
familiar /3lxS/cos@Bfl < 1.
By replacing the HT frame quantities in Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) with their
shock frame equivalents via Eqs. (2.12), (2.15), and (2.16), the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations then become a system of 3 equations with unknowns P 2 , w 2 , /32xs

an

d

/32zS that illustrates a non-singular mathematical character in the NIF frame. The
system now retains only information about upstream and downstream fluid frame field
angles and thermodynamic quantities, and the transformation velocities required to
get to the NIF frame from the fluid frames. It must be emphasized that a central
characteristic of this methodology is that significant cancellations remove any terms
that become imaginary or unphysical in a superluminal shock, revealing a smooth
mathematical transition of solutions from subluminal to superluminal regimes. The
specification of an equation of state that relates P 2 to io2 closes this system, rendering
it amenable to numerical solution.

2.2.4

The Equation of State

Assuming there are no shear stresses and axial symmetry about the magnetic field, the
pressure tensor is diagonal and the isotropic pressure is P = (Py + 2Pj_)/3 , where Py
and Pj_ denote the pressure components respectively parallel to and perpendicular
to the mean magnetic field. Then, the adiabatic index or ratio of specific heats T can
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parametrize the equation of state via the adiabatic expansion law for an ideal gas:
PVr

= constant.

(2.19)

Here F ranges between 5/3 for a non-relativistic, compressible gas, to 4/3 for an
ultra-relativistic gas. With the specification of this index, the internal (thermal)
energy density P/(T — 1) is related to the pressure, so that the total internal energy
density plus the rest mass energy density can be written

e = Y~T

+P ,

(2-20)

where, again, c = 1 has been assumed, as will be done throughout the rest of this
work. Reintroducing the subscripts i = 1, 2 to label upstream and downstream fluid
frames, this leads to the forms for the enthalpies that are deployed in the RankineHugoniot relations:
Wi

= ei +Pi = j J - ^ j + P i

•

(2.21)

The particular values of the r , can be expressed as a moment of the fluid frame
particle momentum distributions upstream and downstream, and so can apply to
both thermal and non-thermal populations. While they are simply prescribed in the
non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic asymptotic cases, a more precise formulation is
required to treat the mildly-relativistic domain.
Here it is assumed that the plasma possesses a relativistic thermal MaxwellBoltzmann distribution that defines the Juttner-Synge equation of state (e.g. Synge
1957). Then the temperature T can be the sole thermodynamic parameter, and
all other thermodynamic quantities can be prescribed in terms of it. The equation
of state depends on the number of species, their masses, and the state of thermal
equilibrium between the various species, i.e., the temperature equilibration or other-
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wise. For simplicity, here a single component plasma is adopted, appropriate for an
electron-positron pair plasma as might be encountered in relativistic jets in extragalactic sources such as gamma-ray bursts or blazars. Equations of states for electron-ion
and other mixed species gases are addressed in Ballard & Heavens (1991). For a pair
plasma, the enthalpy can be written in terms of modified Bessel functions:

^

= R(rt) + r,

,

R(r) = 3r + ^ l |

,

(2.22)

where the KiS are modified Bessel functions (Arfken & Weber 2001), and
kT

P

^L±

£i

=

i = 1,2 ,

(2.23)

is the dimensionless pair temperature (in units of c — 1). This equation of state
can treat arbitrary sonic Mach numbers, in distinct contrast to the approximation
employed by Double et al. (2004), discussed below, that uses kinematics in high A4S
shocks to specify the downstream pressure.
A modest disadvantage of the Juttner-Synge equation of state lies in the complexity of the Bessel function; it is not conducive to analytical solutions of Eqs. (2.9),
(2.10) and (2.11) and complicates numerical solutions due to the need for series or
integral evaluation of the Bessel functions. However, noting the asymptotic behavior
of Eq. (2.22), namely R(r) —> 3r as r —> oo , and R(T) —> 1 + 3r/2 as r —> 0, a
remarkably good approximation for the function R(T) is given by a Pade approximation of 3rd-order:
R(T)~2+!T+AUTl+y
v
'
2 + 4r + 2r 2

P.24)
v

;

This approximation is accurate to 0.25% over the entire domain and is slightly less
algebraically complicated than the approximation in Eq. (38) of Double et al. (2004).
By inverting Eq. (2.21) to obtain T{, and using Eqs. (2.22) and (2.24), one can find
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T,- as a function of r :

n
Tl

"

l +

. . 5 + Un + 8r?

R(rz) - 1 * 3 + 10r! + 6Tf

•

(2 25)

'

Inserting the approximation from Eq. (2.24) in Eq. (2.22) provides Wi/pi as a function of only Ti, eliminating the fourth unknown quantity in Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and
(2.11); this is the protocol adopted for the numerical solution of the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations.

2.2.5

Numerical Solutions for the J u m p Conditions

The resulting three equations were solved numerically using Mathematica. For the
case of a plane-parallel shock, we compared directly with solutions displayed in Fig.
lb of Heavens & Drury (1988) where downstream flow speeds are found as a function
of upstream flow speeds for parallel (0 Bf i = 0°) electron-positron shocks at various
temperatures utilizing the Jtittner-Synge equation of state just as we do. We find
no observable differences between our results and theirs for plane-parallel shocks.
For the case of oblique shocks, representative solutions, as functions of the upstream
fluid rapidity ^\P\, are displayed in Figs. 2.1 (quasi-parallel case) and 2.2 (quasiperpendicular shock). The plots exhibit the velocity compression ratio r = /3lxS//32xS,
and the downstream fluid frame field and fluid NIF velocity angles to the shock
normal. Also in these Figures are equivalent plots for the same sonic and Alfvenic
Mach numbers and shock obliquities, taken from Double et al. (2004), for the sake
of comparison. It is evident that the solutions here closely match those of Double et
al. in both the non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic regimes. The jump conditions
reveal several characteristics, such as the declining compression ratio with declining
Mach numbers of either variety, and small fluid deflections at the shock in the ultrarelativistic regime. There are noticeable differences between our solutions and those
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of Double et al. (2004) in the trans-relativistic domain, but mainly for just the
compression ratio.
These differences in the two works, especially apparent for low sonic Mach numbers, are the result of two different assumptions regarding the equation of state both
upstream and downstream of the shock. In this work, the effective Fi for a given flow
speed and Mach number can be determined using equations (2.25) and (2.2). For the
parameters explored in Double et al. and in this thesis, the upstream Ti values lie
between 1.6 and 5/3 depending on the sonic Mach number. In their work, Double et
al. (2004) make an approximation assuming a cold upstream flow (i.e., a large sonic
mach number with upstream Ti = 5/3), resulting in the following equation relating
the downstream F2 to the downstream flow speed rather than to the downstream
pressure:

where
Prel

=

Y^2

,

7rel ^

(I ~

fc^2

.

(2.27)

Note that the slight angle between the upstream and downstream NIF flow velocity
vectors spawns the appoximation for 7 r e ;. The details and justification of this approximation can be found in section 3.1 of their paper. Assuming that Y\ — 5/3 then
results in a small 4% discrepancy in T2 relative to results from our Juttner-Synge
equation of state, in the lowest Mach number cases. From the plots, clearly the numerical evaluations of the compression ratio are sensitive to the choice of the form of
the downstream equation of state or T2 .
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MA = 100

&Bfi = 5 °

Ms = 100

Figure 2.1: Solutions to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for r , the compression ratio,
0 B f 2 , the angle the downstream fluid frame magnetic field makes with the shock
normal, and 9u2, the angle the downstream flow makes with the shock normal, as
functions of the upstream rapidity of the shock, /y1/3i. Solutions are displayed for
various values of the Alfvenic (-MA) and sonic (.Ms) Mach numbers, with the angle
the upstream magnetic field makes with the shock normal, @Bn , set to 5°. Solid
lines are new results from this work using the Jiittner-Synge (J-S) equation of state
and Pade approximation described above. Dotted curves represent results from the
previous work of Double et al. (2004).
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MA = 100

Ms = 100

&Bfi = 85°
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Figure 2.2: Solutions to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for r, ©Bf2, and 8u2, as
in Figure 2.1. However, here, the upstream field obliquity is ©Btl = 85°, constituting quasi-perpendicular shocks. Values of the Alfvenic (_MA) and sonic (.Ms) Mach
numbers are as labelled. Again, solid lines are new results from this work using the
Juttner-Synge equation of state, while the dotted curves represent the solutions of
Double et al. (2004).
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In the limit that 7i/?i approaches infinity, the details of the equation of state
become irrelevant, and a simple analytic solution can be found to approximate the
results of both approaches. Defining
, _
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q
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one can write the asymptotic limits as follows:
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The first of these equations corresponds identically to Eq. (47) of Double et al.
(2004). When combined with Eq. (2.7), the asymptotic equation for tanO Bf2 becomes Eq. (40) of Double et al. (2004). One can see that the critical parameter q is
a comparatively weak function of the sonic Mach number for A4S > 1 inducing, at
most, a factor of 4 change in q , whereas the Alfvenic Mach number and the upstream
magnetic field angle BBfi are more important for determining the asymptotic behavior of the jump conditions. It is also evident that since r ~ 3 when 71 3> 1 and
g > 1, the downstream fluid deflection angle #u2S in the shock frame is extremely
small.

Chapter 3
The Monte-Carlo Simulation
Technique
The Monte-Carlo Simulation technique employed in this thesis is a test-particle simulation that follows closely the approach of Bell (1978), which was extended to the
relativistic regime by Peacock (1981). It has been successfully applied in a variety of
environments including interplanetary shocks (e.g Baring et al. 1997; Summerlin &
Baring 2006), the solar wind termination shock (see Ellison et al. 1999), supernova
remnants (see Baring et al. 1999; Baring & Summerlin 2007), and in the regime of
highly relativistic shocks that is generally encountered in extragalactic contexts (e.g.
Ellison et al. 1990a; Ellison k Double 2004; Stecker et al. 2007). The code models
particle gyration about bulk magnetic fields in convecting fluid flows, while having
their trajectories perturbed by embedded hydromagnetic turbulence. The perturbations mediate spatial diffusion that permits some small fraction of particles to transit
the shock front multiple times, kinematically sampling the difference in flow speeds
on either side of the shock, and are thereby accelerated via first-order Fermi (or diffusive) shock acceleration (see Bell 1978; Jones & Ellison 1991). The sample particle
trajectory in Fig. 3.1 depicts the salient features of the particle motions described
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above. The code is fully relativistic and transitions seamlessly from non-relativistic
to relativistic flow regimes; it also treats arbitrary orientations of the mean magnetic
field.
The simulation space is divided into a distinct number of grid zones distributed
along the x-axis, which is defined throughout this thesis to be the direction normal to
the planar shock surface. The boundaries of these grid zones are locations where the
bulk properties of the fluid (flow speeds, magnetic fields, etc.) can change. The values
of these fluid properties are specified a priori, and for the test-particle implementations of the simulation in this thesis, have fixed values throughout the simulation runs.
In the simulations presented here a simple step function shock is used with only 2
gridzones: one upstream, and one downstream. The field and fluid quantities in these
two zones are related by the fully-relativistic, Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions, as
discussed in Ch. 2. This construction facilitates the generalization to non-linear acceleration regimes (e.g. Ellison & Eichler 1984; Ellison et al. 1996), where the energetic
particles contribute to the grid-by-grid specification of MHD quantities constrained
by energy/momentum flux conservation.
Particles are injected isotropically into the system anywhere along the x-axis with
a variety of energy distributions; usually an upstream injection is adopted. The energy
distribution of injected particles can be either mono-energetic, a thermal MaxwellBoltzmann form at any temperature (relativistic or non-relativistic), or a power-law
distribution in momentum of arbitrary index. For non-relativistic shocks with thermal particle injection, the code automatically calculates the Rankine-Hugoniot shock
jump conditions to ascertain the downstream fluid and field vector values. For relativistic shocks, the jump condition solution technique is necessarily more complicated,
as described in Ch. 2. This solution is accomplished outside the simulation program,
and the jump conditions are then input manually as initial conditions for the simulation runs. The code can also include multiple species of charged particles (e.g.
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Diffusive Shock Acceleration

Figure 3.1: A sample particle trajectory from the Monte Carlo simulation used in
this thesis. Particles gyrate in the local magnetic field until their velocity vector is
isotropized, modeling an encounter with a large electromagnetic disturbance. Particles crossing the shock experience a sudden change in the direction of the flow and
magnetic field vectors downstream of the shock. The kinks in the flow vector and
the magnetic field vector are a result of the Rankine-Hugoniot shock jump conditions
discussed in Chapter 2. The color coding represents changes in the local fluid frame
momentum that occur at each shock crossing. The overall energy gain can be seen
by comparing the gyro-radius (rg = p±/qB) of the particle at the beginning of its
trajectory (top) to the gyro-radius at the time the particle trajectory tracking ceases
(bottom right).
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treating hydrogenic and pair plasmas, and even contributions from helium) besides
the test-particles in the determination of the jump conditions. After particles are
injected into the upstream fluid, they are allowed to gyrate in the local bulk magnetic field, convecting with the fluid, until it is determined that a phenomenological
scattering occurs.
The effects of magnetic turbulence are simulated by specifying a local fluid frame
mean free path for particle diffusion, given by

A =

where rg = pc/(qB)

X

o(^)

oc pa

,

A0 = w9i

,

(3-1)

is the gyroradius of an ion or electron of momentum p = mv,

mass m, and charge q in a magnetic field B = |B| . Also rffl =

muixc/(qB)

is the gyroradius of an ion with a speed v equal to the far upstream flow speed
normal to the shock plane, U\x , where x denotes the direction normal to this plane.
Without loss of generality, the mean free path scale A0 is set proportional to rg\
with constant of proportionality r\ defined via Eq. (3.1). Following previous Monte
Carlo work, for simplicity, we set a = 1, a specialization that is appropriate for
traveling interplanetary shocks: see Ellison et al. (1990b), Mason et al. (1983),
and Giacalone et al. (1992) for discussions about the micro-physical expectations for
a . The simulation can easily accommodate other values of a , however, the spectral
results are somewhat insensitive to the choice of this parameter — its dominant effect
is to modify the relative scale lengths for diffusion at different particle momenta. Since
X > rg is required for physically meaningful diffusion resulting from gyro-resonant
wave-particle interactions, the a — 1 case is also motivated on fundamental grounds.
The mean free path represents the spatial scale in the local fluid frame on which the
momentum vector is deflected by 7r/2, on average. For high Alfvenic Mach number
shocks, the scattering is approximately elastic in the fluid frame, so that |p| is a
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conserved quantity in interactions with field turbulence.
When the Alfvenic Mach number, M.K is low, the Alfven waves move with appreciable speed in the fluid frame, so that partial inelasticity in scatterings arises.
This yields second order stochastic diffusion contributions. While these can be readily incorporated into the simulation, inspection of Eqs. (8) and (10) of Pryadko &
Petrosian's (1997) quasi-linear stochastic acceleration formalism indicates that the
stochastic contribution to the spatial diffusion coefficients is smaller than the first
order Fermi one by the order of \/M\

in the high energy regime, where particles are

efficiently injected into the first-order process. It should be noted though that other
secondary acceleration processes such as stochastic acceleration could play a role in
the injection process at lower energies, and determining the effects of these processes
on the injection process is a subject of future work.
The simplest invocation of scattering is to isotropize the fluid frame momentum
over the surface of a sphere in momentum space (Ellison et al. 1990a). This is large
angle scattering (LAS), and physically corresponds to large magnetic disturbances
that completely disrupt trajectories of particles. It is the type of turbulence used
for the trajectory in Fig. 3.1. To model moderate or even smaller disturbances,
each scattering event can be restricted to a much smaller solid angle, i.e. can be
isotropic on a conical sector of a momentum sphere. The angular extent of this
spherical sector 56max becomes an additional parameter for the diffusion. In this
case, multiple scattering events are required to realize a full mean free path. The
relationship between S6max and A was originally developed in Ellison et al. (1990a),
but is more succinctly presented in Ellison and Double (2004) via

""max

=

\

\ J\T

j

W-^J

where rg is the gyro-radius, and N is the number of times per gyroradius the particle
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is scattered. The limit of small angle scattering (SAS) corresponds to N 3> 1, for
which the increment 5p in momentum in a scattering satisfies <5p/|p| ~ S6max. In
practice, as will become evident below, for relativistic shocks the SAS domain is realized when the scattering angle satisfies 56max >C I/71, where 71 = l / \ / l — ufx/c2
is the bulk Lorentz factor of the upstream fluid in the shock rest frame.
Cross-field diffusion emerges naturally from this scattering mechanism since, at
every scattering, the particle's momentum vector is shifted in the local fluid frame,
with the resulting effect that the gyrocenter of the particle is shifted randomly by
a distance of order r g sin# in the plane orthogonal to the local field.

Transport

perpendicular to the field is then governed by a kinetic theory description, so that
the ratio of the spatial diffusion coefficients parallel ( K\\ = At>/3) and perpendicular
(K±_) to the magnetic field is given by

KX/ K ||

= 1/(1 + V2) ( s e e Forman et al. 1974;

Ellison et al. 1995, for detailed expositions). Hence, r\ couples directly to the amount
of cross-field diffusion and is a measure of the level of turbulence in the system, i.e.,
is an indicator of (SB/B).

The quasi-isotropic diffusion case of 77 = 1 constitutes

the Bohm diffusion limit, presumably corresponding to (SB/B) ~ 1.
As will become clear in Chapter 6, in oblique relativistic shocks, the resulting
energy spectrum is critically dependent upon both 77, due to the necessity of crossfield diffusion, and the scattering angle S6max, due to beaming effects, producing a
broad range of power law indices. For small angle scattering (SAS) regimes, S8max <
I / 7 , there is little variation in the power law tails when other parameters are held
constant, since the scatter angle is now less than the relativistic beaming angle, and
the diffusion process becomes insensitive to the scattering kernel. For non-relativistic
shocks, the resulting distribution function is insensitive to the choice of scatter angle
and LAS is employed because it reduces the run time for the simulation. In relativistic
shocks, SAS is employed except where noted otherwise. The differences between small
and large angle scattering in relativistic shocks is discussed further in Chapter 6 and
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can also be found in the published work of Stecker et al. (2007).
In between each of the N scatterings per mean free path, the code calculates
shock frame gyro-orbit trajectories using a semi-analytic solver of our own design
rather than the more popular Bulirsch-Stoer (Stoer & Bulirsch 1980, § 7.2.14) or
Runge-Kutta (see Press et al., Numerical Recipes in C 1992, §16.2) methods. Since
the magnetic field in the fluid frame is constant and the electric field in that frame
—*

of reference is 0, the equation of motion in the local fluid frame is given simply by
solving the differential equation of motion for a particle gyrating in a static magnetic
field shown here in vector form.
Sf = —Sf x Bf
m

(3.3)

Here, x is the position vector, q is the charge of the particle, m is the mass of the
particle, and Bf is the magnetic field vector in the fluid frame. The dots are standard
mathematical symbols indicating successive derivatives with respective to time. The
solution to this equation in the local fluid frame is a simple sinusoidal function. The
equation of motion in the shock frame is then found by applying a standard Lorentz
transformation to the equation of motion in the fluid frame. For the x-component of
the motion, this results in a transcendental equation of the form.

xs = A + Btf + C cos utf + D sin utf

(3.4)

where A,B,C, and D are constants based on the flow vector, magnetic field vector,
charge, and mass of the particle and initial conditions, u is the gyro-frequency,
qBf/'jfm

with 7/ = 1/\A ~~ v}

anc

^ tf is the elapsed time in the local fluid frame. The

particle is then moved along this analytic trajectory until one of two conditions is met:
(a) the particle scatters or (b) the particle reaches the edge of a grid zone. When the
particle scatters, energy is conserved to double (64 bit on most machines) precision.
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The time and position of the scattering are also accurate to double precision. This
is an unusual characteristic for a particle simulation that stems from the analytic
solutions to the trajectories of particles. When a grid zone is reached, the particle
is stopped immediately by solving Eq. 3.4 for the time it takes to reach the grid
zone at xs, the fluid properties are updated, the trajectory is recalculated, and the
propagation continues. The solution for the time it takes a particle to reach the edge of
a grid zone must be performed numerically, since it involves roots of a transcendental
equation of motion - the simulation employs a standard bisection technique with error
tolerance set to 10~6 gyro-radii in position for this purpose. This, in principal admits
a small amount of numerical spatial diffusion as the particle reacts to the presence of
the grid zone boundary up to 1CT6 gyro-radii from where it actually is as well as a
small error in the energy change at each shock crossing due to the particle having a
slightly different angle with respect to the shock normal when it reacts to the change
in fluid properties. Both of these numerical precision issues are completely negligible
at present tolerance levels and error tolerance can be reduced easily if needed. When
distances between scatterings are many gyro-radii, this semi-analytic method can
go from one scattering to the next in one step, covering many gyro-orbits in a single
computational step. Typical particle trajectory integrators such as the Bulirsch-Stoer
method will always require at least several steps per gyro-orbit due to the curvature
of the trajectory. However, if particles scatter many times in one gyro-radius, the
increased overhead of solving Eq. 3.4 can make it slower than these other methods,
but not unreasonably so.
Particles that do not immediately return to the shock may isotropize in the downstream reference frame once they have traveled, on average, one mean free path. At
this juncture, an analytical formula developed originally by Bell (1978) and later
shown to be applicable to relativistic shocks by Peacock (1981; see also Jones &
Ellison 1991) can be used to calculate the probability Pr that a particle heading
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downstream through a y - z plane at a particular distance x downstream will return
upstream of this plane:
Pr=fl^IlY

.

,3.5)

\ 1 + u/v J
In the above equation, u is the local downstream flow speed, and v is the speed of
the particle. Particles that are deemed to fail to return are removed from the system.
For those ascertained to be returning, their vector velocity components are also determined probabilistically. This statistical decision algorithm circumvents excessive
computations of extensive downstream diffusion that are irrelevant to the acceleration
process; accordingly, it speeds up the simulation dramatically. This implementation
does not retain accounting of the amount of time the particle would have spent
downstream of this "return" plane. In the event that acceleration time information
is needed, a retrodictive approach described first in Jones (1978) and later applied
directly to a Monte-Carlo simulation in Ellison et al. (1990a) can be used. One important finding is that the interplay between energy boosting and time dilation effects
leads only to modest changes (Baring 2002) in the acceleration time at plane-parallel
relativistic shocks compared with standard non-relativistic shock formalism (Forman
et al. 1974). The consideration of particle acceleration times is beyond the scope of
this thesis, and will be deferred to a future investigation.
Distribution functions are developed by placing detection planes at any distance
normal to the shock that is desired. Particles crossing these detection planes are
counted and a distribution function is developed. Typical LAS simulation runs that
produce power-law distributions displayed in this thesis consist of 10,000 to 40,000
original test particles and take anywhere from a few hours to a day on a single modern
processor. Getting good statistics for angular distributions can require 100,000 to
300,000 original test particles. Using SAS slows the simulation down considerably and
relativistic shock speeds can speed it up considerably. As a result of statistical losses in
the downstream region, when less than half of the original test particles are retained,
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the remaining particles are "split" into two particles each with half the "counting"
value of the original. This technique, called particle splitting, allows the simulation
to maintain good statistics over a large energy range. This extensive energy range is
one of the primary advantages that the Monte-Carlo technique has over other types
of simulations. Compared to hybrid plasma simulations and particle-in-cell (PIC)
simulations, Monte-Carlo simulations are computationally inexpensive, allowing the
simulation to be run long enough for particles to be accelerated to very high energies,
well above the speed of the shock and the thermal speed of the injected test-particles,
in a reasonable amount of time. Inside the heliosphere, this computational speed
is especially useful because it allows for direct comparison with observations from
in-situ spacecraft.
In the test particle implementation employed here, the characteristics of the shock
and the functional form of the turbulence are specified a priori. The test particle approximation is entirely appropriate unless there is a significant fraction of the total
energy present in the accelerated particles. Since the distribution of these particles
is only known after the simulation accelerates them, the shape of the shock can not
be adjusted to account for their existence until after the simulation is run. Ellison
and Eichler (1984) developed a feedback loop technique where subsequent runs calculate the modified hydrodynamic shock structure, based upon the accelerated particle
distributions of the previous iterations; this non-linear acceleration method is not
employed here. Also, since the choice of the scattering mechanism can affect both injection and acceleration of particles, it can strongly impact non-linear modifications
for relativistic shocks. Though the influence of different scattering mechanisms is
briefly explored in Chapter 4, the influence of different scattering scenarios in such
non-linear acceleration systems will be the subject of future work.

Chapter 4
Heliospheric Shocks
4.1

Introduction

There is bountiful evidence for efficient particle acceleration at collisionless shocks
in the heliosphere, and interplanetary (IP) shocks provide interesting and useful test
cases for shock acceleration theories. For observations of energetic ion populations at
IP shocks in the pre-Ulysses era, see, for example, (Sarris & Van Allen 1974; Gosling
et al. 1981; Decker et al. 1981; Tan et al. 1988). A leading hypothesis is that in
these systems, both solar wind and pick-up ions are energized to above 200 keV by
DSA. The Monte Carlo method described in Chapter 1 was employed by Ellison et al.
(1990b) to perform the first successful theory/data comparison for the quasi-parallel
portion of the Earth's bow shock, using proton, He 2+ , and other ion distributions
from the AMPTE experiment. Ellison et al. (1990b) concluded that a successful fit
was possible only in the non-linear acceleration regime, when the dynamic effects of
the accelerated particles are crucial to the determination of the shock structure. Since
this pioneering work, successful comparisons of other theoretical techniques with data
from the Earth's bow shock have been performed. These include the hybrid plasma
simulations of Trattner and Scholer (1991) and Giacalone et al. (1993), and solutions
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to the convection-diffusion equation (Kang & Jones 1995), both of which have yielded
good agreement with both the bow shock data and the Monte Carlo technique (Ellison et al. 1993). Such a comparison between theory and experiment was extended
to the domain of interplanetary shocks in the work of Baring, Ogilvie, Ellison and
Forsyth (1997, hereafter BOEF97; see also Kang & Jones 1997, for application of their
convection-diffusion equation technique), where impressive agreement was found between the Monte Carlo predictions and spectral data obtained by the Solar Wind
Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) aboard Ulysses, in the case of two shocks
observed early in the Ulysses mission. Such agreement was possible only with the
assumption of strong particle scattering (i.e. near the Bohm diffusion limit) in the
highly oblique candidate shocks. For a third shock, detected a month later, the
comparison failed, with significant differences arising in the 500-800 km/sec range
of the phase space distribution. BOEF97 attributed this discrepancy to the omission of pick-up ions from the model: such an extra component would be expected
to provide a substantial contribution to the accelerated population in this particular
event. In this chapter, we extend this program to explore the role of pick-up ions
in the acceleration process at IP shocks detected by Ulysses' SWICS and HI-SCALE
instruments inside 5 AU, including a shock previously examined by Gleockler et al.
(1994). Phase space distributions from the simulations are compared with the data,
yielding acceptable fits for the proton populations and upstream flux increases, using
standard prescriptions for the injected pick-up ion distribution. Having established
the importance of the pick-up ion component in a shock at 4.85 AU, we then return
to the shock at 3.15 AU, studied previously in BEOF97 that prompted the inclusion
of pick-up ions, to determine if the presence of pick-up ions improves the fit. Finally,
we begin to explore other methods for modeling the turbulent interactions besides
the one described in Ch. 3, by incorporating the diffusive characteristics of the Field
Line Wandering (FLW) model of Giacalone and Jokipii (1999) into the Monte Carlo
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simulation. These results are then compared to fits from the previous method and to
the observations.

4.2

Modeling t h e Ulysses Event of Day 292, 1991

Our first study focuses on the forward shock of a CIR encountered by Ulysses on Day
292 of 1991, for which downstream particle distributions were obtained for comparison
with data published in Gloeckler et al. (1994). To determine parameters for this shock
that are appropriate input for the Monte Carlo simulation, the observational results
detailed in Gloeckler et al. (1994) are used along with the data compilations of Balogh
et al. (1995), Gonzalez-Esparza et al. (1996), and Hoang et al. (1995). These sources
indicate that the sonic Mach number Ms of the shock was 2.53, with an unstated
uncertainty. This controls the temperature of the thermal solar wind protons, but does
receive contributions from electrons and alpha particles. Other parameters include
the angle 0 s n i = 50° ± 1 1 ° the upstream magnetic field makes with the shock
normal, B\ = 0.8 nT, and magnetic compression ratio B2/Bi

= 2.50 ± 0.13. Here

B\ and B2 are the total magnetic field magnitudes upstream and downstream of
the shock, respectively and €>Bn denotes the magnetic field angle with respect to
the shock normal in all relevant frames of reference, as opposed to Ch. 2 where the
T,'S', and 'HT' subscripts are used to denote the magnetic field in different frames of
reference. This simplification is allowed as a direct result of the non-relativistic nature
of the shock. The normalization of solar wind distributions was established using
np = 2.0 cm - 3 as the solar wind proton number density, and nne = 4.0 x 10~ 2 cm~ 3
as that for solar wind He++

(within the uncertainties of values listed Table 1 in

Gloeckler et al. 1994).
Although fluctuations in the plasma data preclude precise determination of the
velocity compression ratio of the shock, Gloeckler et al. (1994) inferred a value of
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r = U\ju-i = 2.4 ± 0.3. This inference is somewhat inconsistent with the observed
^-5.75 p 0 w e r _ i a w behavior of the phase space density at high energies, which suggests
a compression ratio nearer 2. The choice of compression ratio is controlled by the
shock Mach number A4T = AisMA/'\J'M.\

+ M.\ , receiving contributions from sonic

and Alfvenic Mach numbers, ftAs and A4A respectively, which can be written in the
form (e.g. BOEF97):

Ms re 8.52

u

™

,

.M

A

re4.58»^

,

(4.1)

where uwo is the shock speed U\x in units of 100 km/sec, Tp4 and Te4 are the proton
and electron temperatures in units of 104 K, 5 _ 5 is the upstream field strength in
units of 10~5 Gauss, and np is the proton density in cm~3 . Using upstream values
of Te4 = 2.59 and Tp4 = 1.67, as tabulated in Hoang et al. (1995), we find that
for u\x = 55 km/sec, A4S re 2.5. Adding in the magnetic field gives AiT re 2.1.
To yield a compression ratio r = (T + l)/[T — 1 + 2/.A/^] = 2.1 for adiabatic index
T = 5/3, one must have a slightly lower value of M.T re 1.85 (i.e. perhaps higher
field) . In this thesis, we adopt a value of r — 2.1, which lies within the margin of
error of Gloeckler et al.'s inferred value, to generate power-law slopes commensurate
with the data. Due to significant observational uncertainties, ranges of parameters
are permissible.
In the simulation runs, the temperature Ta of the a particles was chosen to be
four times that of the solar wind protons. No guidance for this assumed upstream
temperature was provided in Gloeckler et al.

(1994), nor in the aforementioned

Ulysses data compilation papers. However, in the IP shock theory/data comparison
of BOEF97, for the one shock with good measurements of the He++

distribution,

namely the 91097 event, the upstream a particle thermal velocity was comparable
to (actually slightly greater) than that of the solar wind protons, implying Ta re ATP .
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Adopting the same temperature ratio Ta/Tp in this work was motivated by this
precedent, and the expectation that the adiabatic expansion of the solar wind from
2.7AU to 4.5AU should roughly preserve the ratios of the temperatures per nucleon
for these two ions. Note that the correction to the sonic Mach number in Eq. (4.1)
incurred by solar wind helium is then approximately 4%.
To facilitate transformation of simulation results measured in the shock rest frame
to the approximate spacecraft frame, so as to compare directly with Gloeckler et al.'s
published distributions, a value for the solar wind plasma speed of vsw2 = 393 ± 12
km/s was assumed after the shock encounter. This identifies the downstream fluid
frame. No values for the shock speed were listed in Gloeckler et al. (1994), as is
common practice in other expositions (e.g. see Burton et al. 1992; BOEF97). Hence
selection of a value for u\x consistent with other data became necessary. From the
long-term solar wind radial velocity traces in Figure 2 of Gonzalez-Esparza et al.
(1996) we can set a lower bound on the solar wind speed of vsw\ > 330 km/s prior
to the shock passage, i.e. upstream. Assuming collinear velocities, i.e. that the
solar wind is not deflected by the shock on large scales, we have the speed relations
uix = vsh - vswl and u2x = vsh - vsw2 in addition to r = ulxju2x

, where vsh is the

unknown shock speed in the spacecraft frame. These solve to yield u\x ~ 55 km/s
and u2x ~ 28 km/s for r = 2.1 for vswi ~ 360 km/s; higher values of u\x and u2x
would be realized for smaller choices of

vsw\.

The other input for the Monte Carlo simulation is that for the incoming pick-up
ion distributions. Gloeckler et al. (1994) used a simplified form for these distributions; here we adopt the slightly more developed expression used in Ellison et al.
(1999) that is modeled on the seminal work of Vasyliunas & Siscoe (1976). This form
incorporates the gravitational focusing of interstellar neutrals, the physics of their
ionization as a function of distance from the sun (approximately at solar minimum),
and adiabatic losses incurred during propagation away from the sun, and is similar
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in conception to pick-up ion distributions used in le Roux et al. (1996). Our pick-up
ion model therefore provides both the detailed shape and normalization of these superthermal distributions, which are distinctly different for H+ and He+ , largely due
to the patently different ionization and charge exchange rates for their corresponding
interstellar neutrals.
Downstream distributions for thermal and accelerated ions from the Monte Carlo
simulation are compared with SWICS and HI-SCALE measurements taken in the
frame of the spacecraft on the downstream side of the Day 292, 1991 shock in Fig. 4.1.
The Ulysses data are those exhibited in Fig. 1 of Gloeckler et al. (1994), and the
simulation data are transformed to the spacecraft frame as described above. The solar
wind and pick-up ion parameters and abundances are fairly tightly specified, so that
the theoretical model has one largely free parameter, the ratio of the particle mean
free path to its gyroradius, rj = X/rg . As noted in Ellison et al. (1995) and BOEF97,
the efficiency of acceleration of thermal ions in oblique shocks, i.e. the normalization
of the non-thermal power-law, is sensitive to the choice of r\, so this parameter was
adjusted to obtain a reasonable "fit" to the Ulysses data. Ellison et al. (1999) note
that for their application to the solar wind termination shock, the efficiency is not as
sensitive to r\ when superthermal pick-up ions enter the problem, a property that we
also replicate here. Here, for ij > 3 , the accelerated pick-up ion phase space density
is orders of magnitude above that of the thermal ions, for both H and He.
In Fig. 4.1, the theory/data comparison is overall not quite as good as the ones in
BOEF97 for Ulysses IP shock data at around 2-3 AU, where pick-up ions are less of a
factor. Yet the fits here do model the accelerated pick-up ions very well for r\ = 5.5,
a value that is slightly higher than those inferred in the fits of BOEF97, but is still
consistent with a moderate level of field turbulence (i.e. here

K_L/K\\

~ 0.03). Note

that since the inferred value of r\ = 5.5 for H+ and He+ data is most sensitive to
the assumed shock obliquity 6>Bni (among other input parameters), the observational
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U l y s s e s IP s h o c k o n Day 2 9 2 , 1991
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Figure 4.1: Phase space velocity distribution functions for data collected by the
Ulysses mission for the shock on Day 292 of 1991, specifically for the interval
1991.292.0400-293.0400. The velocity axis is the ratio of the ion speed v , as measured
in the spacecraft frame, to the solar wind speed. The data are for H+ (filled circles for SWICS data; open circles for HI-SCALE points) solar wind and pickup ions,
He+ (filled triangles) pickup ions, and He++ (filled squares), mostly solar wind ions,
and are taken from Gloeckler et al. (1994). The histograms are the corresponding
Monte Carlo models of acceleration of these species (heavy weight corresponds to
solar wind ions) for ux = 55 km/sec, using the optimal choice of plasma shock parameters from Gloeckler et al. (1994) and sources indicated in the text. The model
assumed 77 = \/rg = 5.5 and a shock of compression ratio r = 2.1, corresponding to
diffusive acceleration power-laws of index — 5.73, is indicated.
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uncertainty in ©£ n i maps over to an uncertainty of around ±1.5 in the value of r\.
There are clear differences between the simulation results and the observations.
The He++

distribution of thermal solar wind ions appears slightly narrower than

the published observations. More notable though is the fact that the accelerated
thermal He++ ions are injected somewhat less efficiently in the simulation than in
the observations, an inefficiency characteristic of highly oblique shocks that is present
also for the solar wind protons, though not explicitly displayed in Fig. 4.1. The
efficiency of acceleration of thermal ions could be increased via several means: (i)
by lowering the shock obliquity angle @Bni, f° r which there is a large observational
uncertainty; (ii) by decreasing rj, corresponding to increased turbulence, without
altering the pick-up ion acceleration efficiencies substantially, and (iii) increasing the
temperature of the thermal ions somewhat, though this would reduce the compression
ratio and accordingly steepen the non-thermal continuum. However, such parameter
adjustments only incur small changes to the widths of the thermal distributions. Trial
runs indicate that an agreeable fit can be obtained to the entire a particle distribution
simply by reducing r\ to r\ ~ 1, without changing other parameters. It is not clear
what plasma characteristic would establish a species-dependent r\, a circumstance
that contrasts the inference of rj(H+) ~ rj(He++) in the 91097 event analyzed by
BOEF97.
An instructive diagnostic on the acceleration model is to probe the spatial scale
of diffusion. This is performed by examining upstream distributions of high energy
particles. In their 1994 paper, Gloeckler et al. discussed an energy-dependent rise
in fluxes of non-thermal particles prior to the shock crossing. This was cited as
indicating the existence of a pre-acceleration mechanism. The Monte Carlo simulation
was run with flux measurement planes placed upstream of the shock at different
distances, as well as downstream. This enabled determination of the number fluxes
of a particular energy ion at different positions upstream of the shock. This was
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Figure 4.2: The flux variations of accelerated pick-up ion populations as a function of
time near the shock of Day 292, 1991. The data for 5 keV and 200 keV pick-up H+
are depicted by filled triangles and squares, respectively, and are taken from Gloeckler
et al. (1994). The Monte Carlo model generated fluxes at different distances normal
to the shock, and were converted to spacecraft times by incorporating solar wind convection. The 5 keV and 200 keV pick-up H+ traces are displayed as dashed and solid
curves, respectively, and exhibit an exponential decline upstream of the shock that
is characteristic of diffusive shock acceleration. The model normalization protocol
is discussed in the text. The lightweight line labelled "100 keV" is an approximate
indication of a model prediction for the expected flux variation upstream for 100 keV
protons.
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converted to observer's times using the approximate speed of the Ulysses spacecraft
in the solar wind. Results for two different H+ ion energies are displayed in Fig. 4.2,
together with corresponding data from Fig. 3 of Gloeckler et al. (1994) for identical
energy windows. H+ was chosen by Gloeckler et al. since good spatial resolution at 5
keV was possible. Observe that the y-axis in Fig. 4.2 represents ratios of flux to timeaveraged flux at the respective energies, so that the normalization does not explicitly
exhibit the property that the absolute flux at 200 keV is always much less than that at
5 keV when downstream of the shock. Note also that the Ulysses data normalization
was established by averaging over 3 days of accumulated data, whereas the model
normalization was adjusted to match observed fluxes around 1/2 day downstream of
the shock.
The essential result of this comparison is that the spatial scale of the exponential
decline of ions upstream of the shock is more or less identical to that of the model,
for our choice of 7] = 5.5. Theoretically, high energy particles with a mean free
path according to Eq. (3.1) establish an exponential dilution in space/time due to
random scattering of the particles seeding upstream leakage against a convective
flow. From standard diffusion-convection theory, the spatial scale for this dilution
is

(K|| COS2 0Bni

\v/3

+

K±

sin2 ©Bni)/^i.a; for a shock of obliquity Qsni, where

K\\

=

is the component of the spatial diffusion coefficient along the mean field, K± =

K||/(l + rf), and A is prescribed by Eq. (3.1). Hence, this upstream dilution scale is
proportional to the proton's energy. For the 200 keV ions, the simulation results are
clearly well correlated with the data prior to the shock, modulo plasma fluctuations.
On the other hand, for the lower energy 5keV ions, the exponential decay has a
very short time scale, a factor of 40 smaller than for the 200 keV ions, and drops to
background levels very quickly. So, although the simulation results are consistent with
the observed results, it is impossible to draw more definitive conclusions without an
improvement in data time resolution. The 200 keV ions, however, have much longer
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mean free paths and travel much farther upstream, and are well correlated.

4.3

Modeling t h e Ulysses Event of Day 147, 1991

The study of the shock from day 292 showed that pick-up ions are an important part
of the accelerated distribution at 4.85 AU. Having that fact established, we return to
the shock of day 147 previously studied by BOEF97, which showed a dearth of slightly
supra-thermal particles in the 500-800 km/s range. The model fit from BOEF97 is
reproduced below in Fig. 4.3. There are two notable differences between this model
and the one used in BOEF97. First, the code used in this thesis tracks individual
particle gyro-orbits, whereas the code used in the former paper tracks gyro-center
motions only. Second, this model injects both pick-up ions and thermal particles,
whereas the former model only injected a thermal maxwellian. Model results for the
simulation presented in this thesis are displayed in Fig. 4.4. The magenta curve
is the SWICS H+ data. The red curve is the downstream accelerated pick-up ion
distribution. The blue curve is the downstream accelerated thermal distribution, and
the black curve is the sum of the two. It is clear that this gyro-orbit code exhibits
differences from the previous gyrocenter code of Baring et al. It produces a smoother
distribution and has a lower overall injection efficiency. For this simulation, a X/rg
parameter at the Bohm diffusion limit is required to best fit the observed data. Even
at the Bohm diffusion limit, the region between 1.3 and 2 solar wind speeds is slightly
underpopulated just as in BOEF97. This suggests that pick-up ions are not the
source of the slightly supra-thermal particles. One must then ask what is. There are
at least two other acceleration mechanisms that could be important in this energy
range that are not currently incorporated in the simulation. The first, the crossshock potential, discussed at length in chapter 5, involves an electric field created
by the disparate diffusive scales of protons and electrons which may help accelerate
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particles or inject them into the DSA mechanism. The second is stochastic or secondorder Fermi acceleration. This acceleration mechanism results from the fact that the
scattering centers that isotropize particles are typically moving with the Alfven speed
in the local fluid frame rather than being perfectly stationary. This permits a certain
amount of diffusion in momentum space as particles tend to interact with scattering
centers moving towards them rather than away from them yielding a net gain in
energy. This process is slower than DSA by a factor of 1/AA\ at high energies but
could be important at lower energies where particles suffer from the injection problem
preventing efficient acceleration via DSA. The incorporation of both these processes is
slated for future work. In addition to other acceleration mechanisms, it is also possible
that the scattering mechanism we have chosen, LAS, does not accurately reflect the
diffusive character of particles in the environs of the shock. It is this possibility that
we explore in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: Monte Carlo simulation of the oblique interplanetary shock detected on
May 27, 1991 (91147). Observational results are taken over a period of a few hours on
the downstream side where the distribution was relatively steady in time. An earlier
guiding-center application of the Monte Carlo technique was used to obtain the fit by
injecting only a thermal maxwellian, Strong scattering ( A/rg < 10) is indicated. The
comparative inaccuracy of the fit in the suprathermal regime suggests the presence
of another population of particles: BOEF97 suggested the presence of pick-up ions
might be inferred for this shock, which was about 0.45 AU further from the sun than
other shocks studied in that paper.
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Figure 4.4: The plot show the best fit curve for the Monte Carlo simulation of the
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H+ data. The red curve is the downstream accelerated pick-up ion distribution. The
blue curve is the downstream accelerated thermal distribution, and the black curve is
the sum of the two. In this case, the pick-up ion distribution does not dominate the
spectrum of accelerated particles because thermal ions are being injected efficiently.
Even at the Bohm diffusion limit, the simulation is unable to accelerate particles
efficiently enough to match the observed data.
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4.4

Modeling Field Line Wandering in a Monte
Carlo Simulation

To begin to answer where the excess slightly supra-thermal particles in the CIR
shocks come from, we begin by exploring other mechanisms for scattering particles.
The Monte Carlo simulation can specify arbitrary ratios of perpendicular to parallel
diffusion

«J_/K||

in a variety of ways. The implementation in this section employed a

construct that embodies the key signatures of the field-line wandering (FLW) study of
Giacalone and Jokipii (1999), hereafter GJ99. In their study, an a priori turbulence
spectrum is generated that simulates a magnetic field lines "wandering" as shown in
Fig. 4.5 taken from their paper. Particle trajectories are integrated based on the
magnetic field present and while they generally wander with their field, they can lose
the field or become mirrored when field lines change abruptly or converge, respectively.
The exact details of their turbulence model are beyond the scope of this thesis, but
interested readers can explore their work and references therein for more information.
It will only be said here that this model of turbulence is intended to model the types of
turbulent fields that a particle might encounter in the quiet interplanetary medium.
They do not claim that the model applies to shocks where magnetic turbulence is
enhanced, but it is not ruled out either. As shown in Fig. 4.6, they found that (i)
K±/K\\

does not vary significantly with particle momentum, and (ii) Ky = A||t;/3

is a weak function of momentum, namely K,\\ OC pl+a

for a ~ 1/3. This second

property is readily incorporated in the Monte Carlo technique via a momentumdependent parameter r\ — r)(p), i.e.

X\\ = r\rg oc pa => 77 (p) oc pa~l,

so that

a ~ 1/3 , and 77 (p) declines with increasing momentum. The approximate constancy
of the ratio

K_I_/K||

can then be accommodated by adapting the small-angle scattering

implementation specified in Ellison et al. (1990a). Particle momenta are deflected
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uniformly within a cone of opening angle 6scatt <C 1, whose axis is centered on the
pre-scattering vector momentum. Note that Kj_ and K\\ can be analytically coupled
to field turbulence models via quasi-linear theory. Approximately 7r/6^catt deflections
accumulate to affect an isotropization of the momenta. In a single scattering event
with 0scatt ^ 1) the effective diffusive mean free path across the field is of the order of
A_L

~ 20scatt r 9 / 3 . It then follows from kinetic theory that

K±/K\\

~ d2catt/[6(l + if)].

As 7] 3> 1 for most momenta, then #scatt oc rj oc pa~l is required to achieve constancy
of

K±/K\\

. Let the operating momentum range of particles of interest for this IP shock

acceleration problem be pmin < p < p max . Two global parameters are then defined
for the simulation runs: 90 = 6sclM(pmin) and 770 = T](pmin) for p min = mpUi. Hence

0SC.M = d0 (-2-)

,

V(P) = Vo (-2-)

,

a « 1/3 ,

(4.2)

then encapsulate the momentum dependences of the diffusion parallel to and perpendicular to the mean field. Field fluctuations in typical IP shocks are tantamount
to magnetic turbulence variances of a2 ~ 0.03 — 0.1B 2 , corresponding to ratios
K_L/K||

~ 10~4 — 10~3 according to the field line wandering results in Fig. 4.6. This

then sets #o/?7o ~ 10~2 — 10 _1 for the FLW-initiated spatial diffusion modeling here.
One final nuance must be identified. The cumulative effect of ~ 7r/#scatt deflections
does not amount to K\\ — rirgv/3 per se, unless the vector momentum is more or
less reversed on the Ay scale. Hence, the implementation of FLW-instigated spatial
diffusion here imposes an approximate reversal of the direction of the component of
momentum parallel to B every scattering event. Physically this amounts to a magnetic mirroring event, as is implied by the FLW study of GJ99, superposed on a small
amount of isotropic diffusion.
Results for the acceleration of solar wind and pick-up ions for the case of large angle
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between phase space velocity distributions for downstream
data collected by the Ulysses mission for the shock on day 292 of 1991, and Monte
Carlo model results. The data are for H+ solar wind and pickup ions (filled circles
for SWICS data; open circles for HI-SCALE points), and are taken from Gloeckler et
al. (1994). The heavyweight histograms are the corresponding Monte Carlo models of
acceleration of protons for U\ = 55 km/sec, using plasma shock parameters from that
same paper and sources indicated in the text (see also Summerlin & Baring 2006).
Two model cases are depicted - the blue (labeled H+ , LAS) denotes a large angle
scattering implementation with r] = X/rg = 5.5, and the red (labeled H+ , FLW)
corresponds to a field line wandering diffusive model with r/o = \o/rgo = 30. In
each case, there are three spectra shown, corresponding to (a) just downstream, and
successively increasing times upstream of the shock encounter, i.e. (b) 14 minutes
and (c) 69 minutes. The velocity axis is the ratio of the ion speed v, as measured
in the spacecraft frame, to the solar wind speed vsw. The shock compression ratio
was r = 2.1, implying diffusive acceleration power-laws of index — 5.73 , indicated in
green.
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Figure 4.8: The flux variations of accelerated pick-up ion populations as a function
of time near the shock. The data for 5 keV and 200 keV pick-up H+ are depicted
by filled red triangles and blue squares, respectively, and are taken from Gleockler
et al. (1994). The Monte Carlo model generated fluxes at different distances normal
to the shock, which were converted to spacecraft times by incorporating solar wind
convection. The 5 keV and 200 keV pick-up H+ LAS model traces are displayed
as red dashed and blue solid curves, respectively, and exhibit an exponential decline
upstream of the shock that is characteristic of diffusive shock acceleration. The 200
keV FLW model profile (blue, long dashes) displays an upstream ramp that is much
shorter than the observed profile, due to low X/rg values at these high ion energies.
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scattering in strong field turbulence ((5B/B) > 0.1) were presented and discussed
at length in Sec. 4.2 and published in Baring & Summerlin (2005) and Summerlin &
Baring (2006).
A selection of these are reproduced below alongside results for the FLW model
in Fig. 4.7 , which displays downstream distributions for thermal, pick-up and accelerated protons from the Monte Carlo simulation, and the SWICS and HI-SCALE
measurements (see Fig. 1 of Gloeckler et al. (1994)) taken in the frame of the spacecraft on the downstream side of the Day 292, 1991 shock.
For the large angle scattering case, the downstream fit in Fig. 4.7 models the
accelerated protons well for a rigidity-independent -q = 5.5 ± 1.5, a value consistent
with a moderate level of field turbulence; the uncertainty in r\ is due mostly to the
observational uncertainty in the shock obliquity O s n i . The non-thermal proton distribution is composed virtually entirely of accelerated pick-up ions that are energized
much more efficiently than thermal solar wind H+ ions. Note that the distribution
of accelerated He+ pick-up ions reported by Gloeckler et al. (1994) for this shock
were modeled successfully in Sec. 4.2 by the same scattering parameter r\ = 5.5.
Fig. 4.7 also displays results for the field-line wandering implementation as prescribed in Eq. (4.2), for the specific case of 7/o = 30 and 6Q = 0.74. This case
approximates a K I ~ 10~4K|| scenario, i.e. a variance of a2 ~ 0.03B2 for the GJ99
turbulence analysis. The key conclusion is that the FLW model underpredicts the
Ulysses data downstream, largely because the retention of ions in the shock layer is
basically less efficient than in the LAS diffusion picture. Trial runs with higher values
of 770 and 90 improve this situation somewhat, but not sufficiently to match the observations. This is a generic difficulty for the FLW implementation, that can be truly
rectified only for larger ratios

K_L/K||

and variances a2 . Such turbulent conditions

are more commensurate with conditions in IP shocks than the low variance constructs
that were employed in GJ99 that are appropriate to the quiet interplanetary solar
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wind. A fuller exploration of such turbulence parameter space will be performed in
future work.
As highlighted in Sec. 4.2, an informative diagnostic on the acceleration model is
to probe the spatial scale of diffusion upstream of the shock. Results are illustrated in
Fig. 4.7 via the display of upstream distributions of high energy particles at different
times, i.e. distances from the shock. These exhibit a characteristic "peel-off" effect
(Lee 1982) where superthermal ions become depleted at successively high energies the
further the detection plane is upstream. Fluxes for two different H+ ion energies, 5
keV and 200 keV, were obtained from spectra like those in Fig. 4.7, and are displayed
in Fig. 4.8, together with corresponding data from Fig. 3 of Gloeckler et al. (1994)
for identical energy windows. The normalization of the Ulysses data was established
by averaging over 3 day intervals, whereas the model normalization was adjusted to
match observed fluxes around half a day downstream of the shock.
As discussed in Sec. 4.2 particles diffuse upstream of the shock against the convective flow, high energy ions with a mean free path A ex r® establish an exponential
dilution in space/time upstream. For the LAS case with a — 1, this spatial scale of
the exponential decline is more or less identical to that of the model (modulo plasma
fluctuations) for the same choice of 77 = 5.5 that optimized the spectral agreement.
This attractive concordance is highly suggestive that ion diffusion in strong field
turbulence that is intimately connected to the shock is an integral part of the acceleration process. In contrast, Fig. 4.8 indicates that the diffusive scale upstream for
the a = 1/3, r]0 = 30 FLW model is far too short for 200 keV ions to accommodate
the data. This principally arises because the dominant contribution to the diffusion
length is £ ~ K\\ sin2 @Bni/ui > which is much smaller at 200 keV energies than in the
LAS case, by virtue of the form in Eq. (4.2). Preliminary runs indicate that, for the
FLW construction, while £ can be increased to match the observations, it is more
difficult to model the spectra than in the LAS scenarios that describe highly turbulent
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(SB/B)

> 0.1 regimes. While the LAS simulation results are consistent with the

observed results, it is impossible to draw more definitive conclusions discriminating
between LAS and FLW models, without a focus on ions of intermediate energy, say
around 50-100 keV, the subject of future work.

4.5

Conclusions

The comparison of phase space distributions obtained in the Monte Carlo simulation
of diffusive shock acceleration with those observed by SWICS and HI-SCALE in the
Day 292, 1991 event reveals a good deal of consistency between theory and experiment
for both the proton and He+ spectra above speeds around 600 km/sec in the LAS
scenario. At these speeds, the injection of pick-up protons dominates that of solar
wind protons, and the acceleration of solar wind He++ is inefficient relative to that
of pick-up He+ . The characteristic of the shock that is most important for these
high energy components is its compression ratio r: to match the observed steep
spectra, r ~ 2.1 is required, on the low end of the range quoted by Gloeckler et al.
(1994). The normalization of the energetic ion power-laws is best fit with a model
parameter TJ = 5.5 , where A = r\rg . For such values, cross-field diffusion is insufficient
for the Monte Carlo model to account for observed accelerated He++ . While the
simulation does fairly well in modeling the high energy protons and He+ , there are
significant discrepancies in the high velocity wings of the thermal ion components.
These deviations, slightly more marked than those found by BOEF97 in IP shocks
without significant pick-up ion components, will be a focus of future studies. It is
probable that some non-diffusive element of heating is present in the plasma shock
that is not presently accounted for in the simulation.
The flux increases of energetic protons seen upstream of the shock are quite consistent with the expected upstream leakage associated with diffusive shock acceleration.
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The value of rj = 5.5 inferred from the spectral fit scales the upstream diffusive length
scale, and the accompanying exponential decline in predicted flux is commensurate
with the Ulysses data presented in Gloeckler et al. (1994). Hence, the observed
upstream flux precursor is not clear evidence of a pre-acceleration mechanism, as
claimed by Gloeckler et al., though it is quite possible that some pre-acceleration
mechanism may be acting.
However, the presence of pick-up ions does not appear to improve the fit for the
shock encountered on day 147 of 1991 and, as with the day 292 shock, the simulation
does not account for a population of particles in the "wings" of the thermal distribution. While first-order Fermi is clearly the dominant mechanism for energetic particles
in the high energy regime where particles are efficiently injected into the first-order
process, low energy particles in oblique shocks with low levels of turbulence are not
injected efficiently into the Fermi process because they are unable to diffuse across
field lines and their velocity is insufficient to take them upstream along the field lines
against the downstream flow. In these circumstances, other mechanisms acting in
the shock environs such as second-order Fermi acceleration or the electrostatic crossshock potentials may noticeably broaden the existing distribution function creating
the "wings" and place more particles in the high energy regime affecting the normalization of the power-law tail that results from the first-order process. These processes
may also effectively "kick" particles back towards the shock, assisting with their injection into the first-order process without heating them significantly. The exploration
of these possibilities is a subject of future work.
Since the detailed micro-physics of the particle interactions with magnetic turbulence are poorly understood, it is also possible that the scattering mechanism chosen
for the initial study of the day 292 shock does not reflect reality. To this end, we
began exploring other scattering mechanisms by approximating the characteristics
of field line wandering as determined by GJ99, which introduces a momentum de-
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pendence in X/rg and is generally introduced to model the quiet interplanetary solar
wind. It was found that while there was consistency between the LAS model and
the data for energetic protons above speeds around 600 km/sec, outlined at length in
Sec. 4.2, the FLW scenario explored here has some difficulty in generating superthermal H+ in the power-law domain with the requisite efficiency. This is attributed
to the comparative lack of cross-field diffusion ( K±/K\\ < 10"~3) in the FLW model,
which is implemented for variances a2 < 0.1Z?2 commensurate with field data for the
quiet, interplanetary solar wind. Because a decline of X/rg with ion momentum is
implicit in the FLW model, upstream ramp diffusion scales are accordingly very short
at 200 keV energies, much shorter than the observed pre-shock scale in HI-SCALE
data, unless large values of 770 = ^o/rgo ^ 130 for suprathermal ions are adopted.
Summerlin & Baring (2006) observed that the LAS model could consistently explain
this upstream ramp. Investigation of the turbulence parameter space in the FLW
implementation is ongoing, to assess whether it absolutely requires higher

K±/K\\

in

order to successfully model the data. However, the fact that the diffusive LAS model
works so well in coupling the spectral and spatial properties suggests that diffusion in
highly turbulent fields is an integral aspect of the acceleration process at this shock.
However, this exploration is only a first step. Eventually, it is hoped that diffusive
characteristics from full PIC simulations can be used to develop a scattering mechanism based on a self-consistent code. These diffusive characteristics can then be
implemented into a Monte Carlo code such as this and used to generate full spectra
that can be compared with observations (currently beyond the capabilities of PIC
simulations due to run time constraints).

Chapter 5
SNR Shocks
5.1

Introduction

The understanding of the character of shells and interiors of supernova remnants
(SNRs) has been advanced considerably by groundbreaking observations by the Chandra X-ray Observatory. These have been enabled by its spectral resolution coupled
with its impressive angular resolution. Of particular interest to the shock acceleration and cosmic ray physics communities is the observation of extremely narrow
non-thermal X-ray spatial profiles in selected remnants (see Long et al. 2003 for
SN1006; Vink & Laming 2003 for Cas A; and Ellison & Cassam-Chenai 2005, for theoretical modeling), which define strong brightness contrasts between the shell, and
the outer, upstream zones. If the synchrotron mechanism is responsible for this nonthermal emission, the flux ratios from shock to upstream indicate strong magnetic
field enhancement near the shock. These ratios considerably exceed values expected
for hydrodynamic compression at the shocked shell, so proposals of magnetic field amplification (e.g. Lucek & Bell 2000) in the upstream shock precursor have emerged.
Another striking determination by Chandra concerns electron heating by ions in
the shock layer. Dynamical inferences of proton temperatures in remnant shocks can
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be made using proper motion studies of changes in a remnant's angular size, or more
direct spectroscopic methods (e.g. Ghavamian et al. 2003). In the case of remnant
IE 0101.2-7129, Hughes et al. (2000) used a combination of ROSAT and Chandra
data spanning a decade to deduce an expansion speed. Electron temperatures Te
are determined using ion line diagnostics (assuming the equilibration Te = Tp), via
both the widths and relative strengths for different ionized species. From these two
ingredients, Hughes et al. (2000) observed that deduced proton temperatures were
considerably cooler, i.e. 3kTp/2 <C m p (3ui x /4) 2 /2, than would correspond to standard heating for a strong hydrodynamic shock with an upstream flow speed of U\x .
The same inference was made by Decourchelle et al. (2000) for Kepler's remnant, and
by Hwang et al. (2002) for Tycho's SNR. This property is naturally expected in the
nonlinear shock acceleration scenario that is widely used in describing cosmic ray and
relativistic electron generation in SNRs: the highest energy particles tap significant
fractions of the total available energy, leading to a reduction in the gas temperatures. This nonlinear hydrodynamic modification has been widely discussed in the
cosmic ray acceleration literature (e.g. see Jones & Ellison 1991; Berezhko & Ellison
1999, and references therein), and has been extensively applied to multiwavelength
SNR spectral models (e.g. see Baring et al. 1999; Berezhko et al. 2002; Ellison &
Cassam-Chenai 2005; Baring et al. 2005).
The extent of equilibration between electrons and ions in SNR shell shocks needs to
be understood, and can potentially be investigated by laboratory plasma experiments.
A critical ingredient is the electrostatic coupling between electrons and protons in
the shock layer, which offers the potential for considerable heating of t~ , coupled
with cooling of protons, setting m p (3wi x /4) 2 /2 ^> 3kTe/2 3> m e (3wi x /4) 2 /2 with
Te ^ Tp.

Probing this coupling is the subject of this chapter. Here we describe

preliminary results from our program to explore electrostatic energy exchange between
these two species in SNR shocks, using a Monte Carlo simulation of charged particle
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transport, their spatial distribution and associated electric field generation. The goal
is to eventually obtain a simulation with self-consistent feedback between the charge
separation potentials, and the Lorentz force they impose on the charges. The research
progress outlined here indicates that the role of diffusion in quasi-parallel shocks is
very important, and can readily influence computed charge separation potentials.

5.2

Shock Layer Electrostatics in Supernova Remnants

Cross-shock electrostatic potentials arise in the shock layer because of the different
masses of electrons and ions: upstream thermal ions gyrate on larger scales than do
their electron counterparts when they transit downstream of the shock for the first
time. In shocks where the field is oblique to the shock normal by some angle GBni
upstream (and therefore a greater angle downstream), on average, protons will be
located further downstream of the shock than electrons. This naturally establishes
an electric field E, to which the plasma responds by accelerating electrons and slowing
down ions to short out the induced E. A feedback loop ensues, mediated by fields
and currents that vary spatially on the order of, or less than, the ion inertial scale,
which is typically shorter than the ion gyroradius in astrophysical shocks, such as
those associated with supernova remnant shells.
Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations are a natural technique (e.g. see Forslund &
Friedberg 1971 for an early implementation) for exploring signatures of such electrostatics in shock layers. These trace particle motion and field fluctuations, obtained
as self-consistent solutions of the Newton-Lorentz and Maxwell's equations, in structured zones or cells in spatially-constrained boxes. Such simulations have been used
recently to probe the Weibel instability at weakly-magnetized, perpendicular, relativistic pair plasma shocks (see Silva et al. 2003; Hededal et al. 2004; Nishikawa et
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al. 2005). They have also been used by Shirnada & Hoshino (2000) to treat electrostatic instabilities at non-relativistic, quasi-parallel electron-ion shocks. Though rich
in their turbulence information, due to their intensive CPU requirements, such simulations have difficulty modeling realistic mp/me

mass ratios, and fully exploring 3D

shock physics such as diffusive transport. Moreover, they cannot presently address
the wide range of particle momenta and spatial/temporal scales encountered in the
acceleration process; they often do not obtain time-asymptotic states for the particle
distributions.
Monte Carlo techniques provide an alternative method that can easily resolve electron and proton inertial scales, treat fully 3D transport and large dynamical ranges
in spatial and momentum scales, all at modest computation cost. While they parameterize the effects of turbulence via diffusive mean free paths (e.g. see Jones & Ellison 1991), they can accurately describe the microphysics of cross-shock electrostatic
potentials. This simulational approach has been well-documented in the literature
(e.g. Jones & Ellison 1991; Ellison et al. 1996), with definitive contributions to the
study of heliospheric shock systems, cosmic ray production, SNR applications and
gamma-ray bursts. It models the convection and diffusion of gyrating particles in
spatially-structured flows and fields, with transport back and forth across the shock
effecting diffusive Fermi-type acceleration directly from the thermal population. The
mean free path A is usually prescribed as some increasing function of particle momentum p or gyroradius rg. Here we use this approach, with A oc p adopted as a
broadly representative situation: see Baring et al. (1997) for a discussion of evidence
from observations and plasma simulations in support of such a specialization. Here,
\/rg = 5 is chosen for illustrative purposes, to begin to investigate electrostatic influences on thermal and low-energy non-thermal particles in non-relativistic electron-ion
shocks of arbitrary GBni • Clearly then, the diffusive scales for protons and electrons
are disparate by their mass ratio.
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As had been done in previous implementations of the simulation, the shock is
defined magnetohydrodynamically, consisting of laminar, uniform flows and fields
upstream and downstream of a sharp, planar discontinuity. The magnetic fields and
flow velocities either side of the shock are related uniquely through the standard
Rankine-Hugoniot solutions for energy and momentum flux conservation (e.g. see
Boyd & Sanderson 1969). These solutions include essential elements of Maxwell's
equations, such as the divergence-free nature of the B field. In the reference frames
of the local upstream and downstream fluids, the mean electric field is assumed to
be zero, a consequence of very effective Debye screening, so that the only electric
fields present in shock rest frames are u x B drift fields. The charged electrons and
protons (more massive ions are omitted in this chapter to simplify the identification
of the principal effects) are treated as test particles, convecting into and through the
shock, initially with the prescribed upstream fluid velocity Ui. This neutral beam is
entirely thermal, and moreover is in equipartition, so that it has an input temperature
Te = Tp. The charges constantly diffuse in space to mimic collisions with magnetic
turbulence that is putatively present in the shock environs, and in so doing, can be
accelerated. These non-thermal particles form a minority of the total population, and
provide only a minor contribution to the fields illustrated in this chapter.
The charges transiting the shock distribute their downstream density in a manner
that couples directly to their gyrational motion (e.g. see Baring 2006), and the local
densities of electrons and protons can easily be tracked in the Monte Carlo technique
by accumulating "detection" data at various distances from the shock. Monte Carlo
simulation runs clearly exhibit non-zero charge excursions within a proton gyroradius
of the shock, an effect similar to those found in PIC codes. For example, a cold,
neutral e — p upstream beam develops an electron concentration near the shock in
the downstream region, with protons distributed on their larger inertial scales. The
resulting charge distributions p{x) depend on both the upstream field obliquity G Bn i,
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and also on the sonic Mach number Ais ~ Uix/ \/5kTp/(3mp)

in situations where the

upstream beam is warm. Due to the steady-state, planar nature of the simulation,
these distributions depend only on the coordinate x along the shock normal. It is
straightforward using Gauss' law for electrostatics, V • E = 4np(x), to integrate the
charge distribution profile to obtain Ex(x) = —d&/dx.

Eventually, such "linear"

fields will then be used to compute the energy exchange between electrons and ions
as they cross the non-monotonic charge separation potential $ ( x ) .
Fig. 5.1 shows the charge density profile on the scale of an electron gyro-radius
for particles with zero thermal velocity (i.e. A4S —• oo). Fig. 5.2 shows how the
charge density variations seen in Fig. 5.1 are coupled directly to the gyrational motion of the downstream electrons. The peaks in the electron distribution correspond
to the locations where the x-component of the gyrational motion is minimized, causing particles to "pile up", creating a density spike. Accordingly, "striped" zones of
positive and negative charge density result, and this electrostatic analog of a plasma
oscillation integrates to produce the E fields that can accelerate or decelerate electrons and protons. The oscillations damp out on the diffusive scale of the problem as
the particles lose coherence by scattering off magnetic turbulence. In a particularly
low turbulence environment, these oscillations could persist far downstream before
being damped. Fig. 5.3 shows the scaled electric field profile that results from using
Gauss' law for electrostatics, V • E = 4np(x), to integrate the charge distribution
profile to obtain Ex(x) = —dQ/dx. The dashed magenta line marks the maximal E
field generated if the electrons adjust immediately to the downstream density. Note
that these results did not self-consistently include the acceleration of electrons and
protons in the produced E field. In Fig. 5.4, the spatial charge density profile for a
warm (.Ms = 4) plasma is shown on electron length scales. In this case, the enhanced
thermal speed of the electrons smears out the sharp peaks seen in Fig. 5.1 producing,
instead, a single peak. Fig. 5.5 shows the corresponding linear electric field profile
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with the dashed magenta line marking the maximal E field as in Fig. 5.3. Figs. 5.6
and 5.7 show the same results for a cooler (.Ms = 10) shock on the scale of a proton
gyro-radius.
As is seen clearly in all the figures, the shock obliquity 0 B n l , controls the length
scale for the variations in the charge density. For 0 B n l < 60° , the scale length
for the charge density oscillations increases with decreasing obliquity, but quasiperpendicular shocks with 0 B n l > 60° possess profiles fairly close to the GBnl = 60°
cases depicted in Figs. 5.1, 5.4, and 5.6, since they all have field obliquities 0 Bn2 ~ 80°
- 90° downstream. Note also that, while the gyrational contributions are prominent, there is an additional diffusive contribution, manifested as an upstream precursor modification to p(x) and E. This is particularly marked in the parallel shock
(@Bni = 0° ) case, where the diffusive scale along the field achieves a maximal component orthogonal to the shock plane. By artificially preventing particles from traveling
upstream of the shock, as is done in Fig. 5.8, it can be clearly shown that this
diffusive influence originates in accelerated particles returning to the upstream side
of the shock (x < 0), enhancing the density there before convecting downstream
again: protons effect this on larger scales, and so control the precursors seen in Fig.
5.6 (i.e. p(x) > 0 for x < 0). Since the fields are established on the scale of a
gyroradius, their magnitude scales as Ex ~ 47rpr9)P = 4nenp(muixc/eB\),
\EX/B\\ ~ 4nnpmuixc/Bf

= M\(c/uix)

so that

3> 1 for Alfvenic Mach numbers MA > 1,

where m is either the proton or the electron mass.
The competition between gyrational and diffusive influences on electrostatics is a
principal conclusion of this chapter, defining a dichotomy delineating quasi-parallel
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Figure 5.1: Scaled electron density as a function of distance normal to the shock
for varying obliquities in a cold (M.s —» oo) shock with moderate (77 = 5) levels of
turbulence traveling at speeds typical of SNR shocks (u\x — .03c) The green density
profile ( 0 B n i = 0°) is controlled purely by diffusive effects as the x-component of
the particle velocity downstream is constant. The blue and red curves (GB„I = 30°
and 0Bni = 60° respectively) adjust their density on shorter distance scales both
upstream and downstream of the shock. The density spikes correspond to minima in
the x-component of the downstream particle velocity in the frame of the shock (see
Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: A sample of (A/- = 30) particle trajectories for a shock similar to the one
described in Fig. 5.1. Initially cold, once the particles cross the shock, their speed
is significantly different from the downstream flow speed and the coherent particles
begin to gyrate about the downstream magnetic field. The particles experience small
angle scattering as their trajectories are slowly isotropized by the turbulent medium,
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at the same distance downstream of the shock, creating a "pile up".
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to the downstream density.
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Figure 5.4: The shock in this figure is identical to Fig. 5.1 save that the temperature
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Proton Scale Charge Density Profiles
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Figure 5.6: Scaled charge density distribution, p(x), for an electron-proton plasma
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Figure 5.7: Resulting "linear*' electric field profile E = Ex(x), computed by solving Gauss' Law (the 0 B n l = 0° displays Ex(x)/2).
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and quasi-perpendicular shocks. The Monte Carlo technique can accurately trace
both influences, while comfortably resolving the disparate scales for the e-p shock
problem. Since the "linear" results illustrated need to be upgraded to account for
the E-field's influence on e~ and p motions, it is presently unclear whether ions
can energize electrons overall (Fig. 5.7 suggests they may even decelerate them), and
how the net work done depends on field obliquity. A noticeable feature of the electric
field profiles is that when GBnl < 60° , these linear field calculations do not establish
|E| —• 0 asymptotically as |x| —> oo, as required by net charge neutrality. The
next step of this program will be to solve the Newton-Lorentz equation of motion
dp/dt — g(E + v x B/c) to determine both drift and accelerative contributions to
the charges' motions. These will necessitate a recomputation of the E field profiles,
and a feedback loop will result, with shock layer currents generating magnetic field
excursions via Ampere's law, V x B =

4TTJ/C

. This iterative process will continue

to convergence (establishing |E| —> 0 as |x| —> oo), with relaxation to equilibrium
occuring on the spatial response scale u\xjuop , where oop = ^jA.Txe2np/mp is the proton
plasma frequency. Since uix/(u)prg:P) ~ uix/(cAiA)

<C 1, this response scale is far

less than a proton gyroradius for typical SNR environmental parameters, and indeed
for any strong, non-relativistic astrophysical shock.
The degree of electron energization in the cross shock potential may offer significant insights into the well-known electron injection problem at non-relativistic shocks.
Electrons do not resonantly interact with Alfven waves until they become relativistic.
Levinson (1992) suggested that e" interaction with a presumably abundant supply
of whistler waves could effect pre-injection into diffusive acceleration processes, if
electrons could achieve energies in excess of around 10 keV to access the whistler resonance branch. The planned self-consistent extension of the developments outlined
here will help determine whether this channel of access to continued acceleration is
opened up by shock layer electrostatics. Moreover, crafted laboratory plasma exper-
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iments might cast light on this aspect of shock layer physics.

5.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, charge density and associated cross-shock electric field spatial profiles are presented for different magnetic field obliquities. It was found that in highly
oblique and perpendicular shocks diffusion plays little role in modulating the field
structure, which is controlled by the magnetic kinking and compression on the downstream side of the shock. In contrast, in quasi-parallel shocks, where the gyrational
charge separation is small, diffusion scales upstream and downstream of the shock
dominate the generation of shock-layer electric fields. This is an interesting twist,
suggesting that observationally, thermal X-ray emission could be distinctly different in portions of an SNR rim that establish quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular
shocks. The work discussed here paves the way for self-consistent determination of
the acceleration/deceleration of electrons and protons, their spatial distributions, and
the electric fields normal to non-relativistic shocks. This development will impact the
understanding of electron injection and acceleration in shocks of all obliquities.

Chapter 6
Relativistic Shocks
To date, most work on DSA at relativistic shocks has been restricted to ultrarelativistic parallel systems (where the magnetic field direction is parallel to the shock
normal) in which particles experience frequent small angle scatterings (SAS), as opposed to infrequent large angle scatterings (LAS). In this limit, for differential particle
distributions dn/dp oc p~a, a power-law index of a ~ 2.23 is realized, as can be found
analytically (e.g. Kirk et al. 2000) and numerically (e.g. Bednarz & Ostrowski 1998;
Baring 1999; Ellison & Double 2004). However, it is not necessary to assume that
SAS is the dominant scattering mechanism, nor is it warranted in some situations:
the phase space for the character of small angle scattering to be realized shrinks with
increasing shock Lorentz factor. Moreover, many astrophysical shocks, such as those
in blazar jets and GRBs, are not parallel; others are not ultrarelativistic, and some
are neither parallel nor ultrarelativistic. Clearly, a more robust examination of the
parameter space is desirable if one is to characterize the emission coming from these
objects, and use it to probe their shocked plasma environments.
To effect such a goal, here we have extended our Monte Carlo DSA code to include
shocks of arbitrary speed and obliquity, including the trans-relativistic regime. Additionally, we presume an electron-positron plasma shock, following current thinking on
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the nature of the GRB outflow (e.g. Piran 1999; Meszaros 2001), though the results
apply equally well to ion-dominated relativistic shocks. The global structure of the
shock is defined via the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, solved in Chapter 2. Principal
output includes complete momentum and angular distributions, at different distances
upstream and downstream of the shock. To demonstrate the validity of the simulation,
and to distinguish its particular character, comparisons are made with both theoretical and simulation results of other papers (principally Kirk & Heavens 1989; Kirk
et al. 2000; Ellison & Double 2004; Niemiec & Ostrowski 2004). More importantly,
we expand on these previous works by exploring the parameter space for oblique relativistic shocks comprehensively, focusing on the shock obliquity, turbulence levels,
and parameters encapsulating the microphysics of the turbulent interactions, as key
variables determining the high energy power-law index of the particle distribution.
We find that, in relativistic shocks, unlike in non-relativistic shocks, the microphysics of the turbulence becomes an important factor in determining both the value
of the power-law index, and how many decades in energy particles are accelerated
before a power-law is achieved. These results are published in Stecker et al. (2007)
and are discussed below in more detail. Particles undergoing infrequent large angle
scatterings consistently produce harder power-laws than their SAS counterparts and
take many more decades in energy to realize a smooth power-law. It is also apparent
that the behavior of power-law index is critically dependent upon the sub-luminality,
versus super-luminality, of the shock. In sub-luminal shocks, it is possible to transform
into a reference frame where the magnetic field and upstream flow vectors are parallel
and the shock is stationary: the de Hoffman-Teller (HT) frame. The speed of the
flow in this frame of reference is given by w1HT — uix/ cosQBn, where U\x is the NIF
flow parallel to the shock normal and GBfi is the angle the fluid frame magnetic field
makes with the shock normal. So long as this quantity is below the speed of light,
the shock is called sub-luminal and there is some energy above which a sufficiently
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energetic particle can accelerate efficiently via DSA even with low levels of turbulence
by streaming primarily along the field lines. However, once ulHT exceeds the speed of
light, the shock is called super-luminal and even a particle traveling with the speed
of light can not travel upstream along field lines faster than the magnetic field line,
frozen into the downstream flow, is being swept downstream. This is analogous to the
injection problem for low energy particles in non-relativistic shocks. Thus, cross-field
diffusion mediated via turbulence is vital for acceleration to happen at all energies
and not just at low energies as in non-relativistic shocks. We find, as do Ellison
and Double (2004) and Baring (2004), that in super-luminal shocks, the power-law
rapidly becomes softer with decreasing levels of turbulence and increasing obliquity,
due to the difficulty particles have returning to the shock once they have crossed to
the downstream side.
In distinct contrast, in the case of sub-luminal shocks, a decreased amount of turbulence and increased obliquity can actually render the acceleration process far more
efficient as particles undergo the coherent process of shock drift acceleration (SDA),
where some particles resonantly gyrate in the shock layer, preferentially gaining energy due to the kinking of the magnetic field. In the limit of no cross-field diffusion
and a de-Hoffman Teller frame velocity of nearly c, explored theoretically by Kirk and
Heavens (1989) using semi-analytic solutions to the diffusion-convection equation, an
extremely low value of the power-law index around a = 1 becomes possible. However,
with our simulation, we are able to more readily isolate how such flat distributions
arise. In shocks with u1HT —> 1 and SAS, some fraction of high energy particles are
reflected off the shock by the kink in the magnetic field. However, the angular distribution at the shock is such that the transmission region is almost entirely depleted
resulting in virtually 100% reflection. These particles essentially become trapped and
are accelerated to very high energies very quickly, before they are lost downstream.
The extremely low levels of turbulence necessary to permit SDA to act unabated al-
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most certainly do not occur in Nature, but the effects of SDA can be seen to a lesser
degree in shocks with more realistic parameters.
This chapter presents a number of new results. The evolution of the angular distribution function both upstream and downstream of relativistic shocks is presented
for the first time along with the impact this evolution has on the downstream and
upstream distribution functions. By using the particle tracking ability of the simulation, SDA in relativistic shocks is shown for the first time and a complete exploration
of the parameter space well beyond that of any previous work is accomplished. This
comprehensive survey of the effects of obliquity, shock speed, and the nature and
strength of turbulence allows for a more complete understanding of the factors determining the power-law index and clearly shows that the canonical dn/dp oc p^2-23

is

correct only for a very restricted region of the parameter space.

6.1

Results and Comparison with Other Work

In addition to producing scientifically interesting results, simulations must also go
through a process of code validation to ensure that the simulation behaves as advertised. While the simulation and technique are well known and well tested in heliospheric environments, relativistic shocks have less robust theoretical results, greater
variations in simulation results, and a complete lack of in-situ observations for comparison. Thus, it is necessary to first verify that the simulation can reproduce results
that have been proven from first principles. To this end, we seek comparison with
theoretical works such as those of Kirk et al. (2000) and Kirk and Heavens (1989).
To cover the parameter space where analytical results are absent, it is also prudent
to compare with other simulations such as those of Ellison and Double (2004) and
Niemiec and Ostrowski (2004). The following 4 subsections highlight our key results
and compare them with these papers, expanding upon their work where appropriate
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to the overarching theme of this chapter: the non-uniformity of the power-law index
in relativistic shocks. In the last subsection, we summarize new results that are not
extensions of previous results, highlighting this theme and the importance of the microphysics (LAS vs. SAS), shock obliquity (0Bfi), and turbulence parameter (77) in
determining the downstream spectral behavior in relativistic shocks.

6.1.1

Kirk et al. (2000)

To explore the evolution of the angular distribution of particles upstream and downstream of the shock, we use the theoretical work of Kirk et al. (2000) as a test of
the simulation and then proceed to expand upon their work to examine the spatial
evolution of the angular distribution. In their work, a semi-analytical eigenfunction
method was used to generate power-law indexes and angular distributions for accelerated particles at a strong weakly magnetized plane-parallel shock in the SAS limit.
In this case, accelerated particles are defined as particles whose Lorentz factor far
exceeds that of the shock. They confirmed the a = —2.23 power law spectrum where
dn/dp = p~a found previously by Monte Carlo simulations (Ellison et al. 1990a;
Ostrowski 1991; Bednarz & Ostrowski 1998; Baring 1999), and now this Monte Carlo
simulation can confirm the angular distribution they produced in Fig. 3 of their
work. We find excellent agreement between Monte Carlo simulation results and the
semi-analytic method used in that paper for all shock speeds. In Figs. 6.1 and 6.2,
we show our direct comparison with their work for the 71/?i = 10 case in their work. In
addition, we expand upon their work and show the spatial evolution of the angular
distribution for that same shock.
Fig. 6.1 shows angular distributions for high energy particles with rapidity, j/3 ^>
7i/?i, upstream of the shock at various distances. To get statistics of this quality, the
simulation run that produced these plots consisted of 300000 original test particles
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Figure 6.1: Normalized angular distribution functions for high energy particles with
rapidity, •yP 3> jiPi, upstream of the shock at various distances for a simulation run
with 300000 original test particles. The black histogram is the distribution function
at the shock and can be compared directly to the dotted line, which is a theoretical
result from Kirk et al. (2000). Note that the distribution function falls to zero for
large values of /i s . This feature is critical to the hyper-efficient reflection in oblique
relativistic shocks discussed in Sec. 6.1.2. The other 4 distribution functions are taken
at increasingly large distances upstream of the shock. In units of jiPimp/qB, the teal
curve is at x — —20, the blue curve at x = —80, the green curve at x = —320, and the
red curve at x = —1280. Distribution functions taken at larger distances upstream
suffer from poor statistics because few particles are able to convect that far upstream
against the relativistic upstream flow.
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and took almost two weeks on a single modern processor as we sampled large diffusive
scales to realize true isotropy in the fluid frame for all angles /i s . The black histogram
is the distribution function at the shock and can be compared directly to the dotted
line, which is a theoretical result from Kirk et al. (2000). The details of the origins of
this angular distribution are beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be understood at
least qualitatively. In non-relativistic scenarios, high energy particle speeds far exceed
that of the shock, making the distribution function basically isotropic in all relevant
frames of reference. However, in relativistic shocks, even particles traveling very close
to the speed of light are not isotropic in the frame of the shock, and the shape of the
angular distribution function at the shock becomes critical input for determining the
spectral index of the distribution function (discussed more in the latter parts of this
chapter). Consider a relativistic particle returning to the upstream side of the shock
from the downstream side. The upstream fluid frame velocity vector of this particle is
pointed upstream, but as the trajectory is perturbed by the upstream turbulence via
SAS, the velocity vector in the upstream fluid frame does a random walk. Because of
relativistic beaming effects, once the particle's trajectory is perturbed by 6 > I/71 in
the upstream reference frame, the shock frame ^-component of the velocity is positive,
taking the particle back to the shock. The particle returns to the shock before it has
had an opportunity to diffuse in pitch angle sufficiently to isotropize in the upstream
fluid frame. In other words, the parameter space around /zs = 1 is under-populated
because the upstreaming particles have not had enough time to diffuse from /j,s < 0
to fxs > .9 before they are swept back into the shock. The obliquity of the shock
appears to have little impact on the distribution function as seen in the NIF. Note
that the distribution function falls to zero for large values of //s. This feature is critical
to the hyper-efficient reflection in oblique relativistic shocks discussed in Sec. 6.1.2.
Distribution functions taken at larger distances upstream suffer from poor statistics
because few particles are able to convect that far upstream against the relativistic
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upstream flow. Thus, the upstream distribution functions are normalized to have the
same area. In Fig. 6.2 the evolution of the distribution function downstream of the
shock is shown. As the particles move downstream, they eventually isotropize in the
downstream fluid frame (the red histogram in Fig. 6.2). Note that the isotropization
has the additional effect of increasing the average value of /i s . This has consequences
for the observed distribution function downstream of the shock.
Because the average value of fxs for these returning particles is lower than it would
be for particles that are isotropized in the downstream reference frame, the average
bulk flow speed of the accelerated particles is lower than the bulk downstream flow
speed U2X. As particles move downstream, they evolve from the distibution found at
the shock shown in Fig. 6.2 to an isotropic distribution shown as the red histogram in
Fig. 6.2, and reach the higher bulk velocity of the downstream thermal particles. This
reduces their density by conservation of mass flux. The scale length for the evolution
of the distribution function scales with the momentum of the particles. Thus, higher
energy particles with longer mean free paths travel farther downstream before they
isotropize and lower energy particles travel only a short distance downstream before
they become isotropized in the downstream reference frame.

So, we are able to

correlate changes in the spectral shape of the distribution downstream of the shock
shown in Fig. 6.3 with the changes in the angular distribution. The rise in density
at particular energies shown in Fig. 6.3 reflects the boundary between isotropized
low energy particles and high energy particles who are yet to isotropize and still
retain a distribution function and bulk flow speed similar to that found at the shock.
This evolution of the angular distribution represents a fundamental shift from nonrelativistic shocks, where the distribution function is isotropic in all relevant reference
frames. This work also makes the point that with relativistic shocks, the power-law
index can vary based on the position of the observer relative to the shock and the
energy range being examined.
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Figure 6.3: Accelerated particle distribution functions at positions upstream and
downstream of the shock. The positions and color coding corresponding to Figs. 6.1
and 6.2 with the histograms that fall sharply with decreasing momentum corresponding to the upstream positions and the histograms that make only a small adjustment
from the distribution function at the shock corresponding to downstream positions.
To show the differences between these distribution functions clearly, the differential
density distribution, dn/dp, has been multiplied by p 2 2 1 . The attenuation of low
energy particles at the upstream positions is due to the limited mobility of the lower
energy particles and is seen in non-relativistic shocks as the "peel-off' effect described
in Chapter 4. Low energy particles are unable to convect upstream against the relativistic flow to get to that upstream position until they have attained sufficient energy.
The spectral variations downstream of the shock are a result of the evolution of the
downstream distribution function, discussed further in the text.
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6.1.2

Kirk and Heavens (1989)

After confirming that the angular distribution of particles agrees with theoretical
work, it seems prudent to also compare the resulting spectral index to theoretical
work. As expected, the code reproduces the non-relativistic spectral index of a =
(r + 2 ) / ( r - l ) (Bell 1978; Drury 1983; Ostrowski 1988). To test the trans-relativistic
regime we chose to compare to the work of Kirk and Heavens (1989, KH89 hereafter).
They calculated the spectral index of particles at oblique trans-relativistic shocks
using the diffusion-convection equation by assuming particles conserve their magnetic
moment on crossing the shock and do not diffuse across field lines. In other words,
their collision operator contains only a pitch angle scattering term. In Fig. 2 of their
work, they produced a plot of power-law index versus de Hoffman-Teller (hereafter
HT, de Hoffman & Teller 1950) frame velocity (u1HT) for different values of normal
incidence frame (NIF) shock speed in the limit that there is no cross-field diffusion.
The work is interesting in that they are able to produce power-laws harder than
both the non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic results (Kirk et al. 2000; Bednarz &
Ostrowski 1998) as u1HT approaches the speed of light for modest shock speeds. This
is not expected to be a realistic result because the limit of zero cross-field diffusion
does not occur in Nature, but it is interesting to examine how close to zero crossfield diffusion one must get to approach the particular analytical case explored by
KH89, and to examine how the particles in this extremely hard power-law are being
accelerated. Both of these examinations are possible by use of this Monte Carlo
simulation. Additionally, the original work of KH89 was done exclusively in the HT
frame and is thus limited to subluminal shocks. This Monte Carlo simulation does
all calculations in the NIF or the local fluid frame and is not thus restricted, allowing
us to extend the parameter space into the regime of superluminal shocks in which
the de Hoffman-Teller frame does not exist. Two of the curves from their Fig. 2
are reproduced and labeled as such in the Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. In addition, we have
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produced similar plots for parameters more appropriate to internal shocks in GRBs
using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations derived earlier in this thesis to determine the
appropriate compression ratio for Ais = 2.6 (r = 3.02) and .M s =60 (r = 3.71) with
the Alfvenic Mach number assumed large. These are displayed in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.
To reproduce their results as closely as possible, we must first ensure that the
shocks through which the particles are accelerating are the same. To do this, we use
the same compression of r = 4 and the same formulation for the relationship between
the upstream and downstream magnetic fields. This formulation is found in equations
(2), (3) and (4) of their work and is summarized below using our notation for the
sake of clarity:

r = uu/u2s
Bim/BmT = Ir'-tfiri-m^y-ul)

(6.1)
(6.2)

These relations assume a weak magnetic field that does not influence the plasma
motion (i.e. A4A 3> 1). All the simulation runs we did for comparison meet this
criterion. Given the upstream quantities above, and the compression ratio, r, we can
solve for Z?2HT and use our knowledge that Bx is constant across the shock, along
with an appropriate Lorentz transformation (see Chapter 2), to find the appropriate
downstream value for Bz in any reference frame.
Since we are mainly interested in the power-law behavior of the spectra, the injection distribution shape is only important in that it must fall off faster than the
power-law index that results from the acceleration process. The power-law regime is
determined on an individual basis by inspection and can begin anywhere from 5 to
100 times the mean injection energy. A least squaresfitin log-log space is used to
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diffusive mean free path cases were again X/rg = 1 (blue squares), X/rg
(black triangles), X/rg — 102 (green pentagons), X/rg = 103 (red triangles) and
X/rg — 104 (magenta hexagons), as labelled. The Kirk & Heavens solution to the
diffusion-convection equation, corresponding to X/rg
oo , is again exhibited as the
lightweight black curve at the bottom marked KH89.
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Figure 6.6: Power-law indices for simulation runs in the SAS limit, as in Fig. 6.4, but
now for shock parameters more appropriate to the internal shocks associated with the
relativistic jets that are believed to be the source of GRBs. Here, f3\x = U\x/c = 0.71
and the velocity compression ratio is now r = u\x/u2X — 3.02, calculated via the
Rankine-Hugoniot relations derived in Chapter 2 for Ais = 2.6 and AiA —> oo. The
indices are again plotted versus the effective de Hoffman-Teller frame upstream flow
speed PmT = Pix/ cosQBll, and selected fluid frame field obliquities 0 Bfl are as
marked at the top. The different diffusive mean free path cases were again X/rg = 1
(blue squares), X/rg = 10 (black triangles), X/rg = 102 (green pentagons), X/rg =
103 (red triangles) and X/rg = 104 (magenta hexagons), as labelled.
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Figure 6.7: Power-law indices for simulation runs in the SAS limit, as in Fig. 6.4, but
now for shock parameters more appropriate to the internal shocks associated with the
relativistic jets that are believed to be the source of GRBs. Here, (3ix = U\x/c = 0.71
and the velocity compression ratio is now r = Uix/u2x = 3.71, calculated via the
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determine the slope. In both cases, planar shocks of infinite extent are presumed and
the particles diffuse in pitch angle via many small-angle scatterings as opposed to
fewer large angle scatterings. The only substantial difference is that our simulation
includes cross-field diffusion as well as pitch-angle diffusion. Like KH89, we choose
NIF shock speeds (uix) of 0.1, 0.3 (not shown), and 0.5 (in units of c).
The amount of cross-field diffusion in the Monte Carlo simulation is controlled
through the parameter r\ = X/rg.
Bohm diffusion limit where
zero cross-field diffusion or
K±/«H

K±/K\\
K±/K\\

Isotropic diffusion with ry = 1 is the so-called
~ 1 (or 5B/B ss 1), and r\ —> oo is the limit of
= 0. In a kinetic theory description of diffusion,

= V ( l + V2) (Forman et al. 1974; Ellison et al. 1995; Jokipii 1987). For 77 = 1,

we get, as expected, a distribution largely independent of the magnetic field obliquity
at or near the non-relativistic result. By increasing r\ steadily, we expect to approach
the solution of KH89. For u = .1, the simulation results match those of KH89 very
closely for 77 > 103 in the region where they presented results (U1HT < 0.95). For
u\x = 0.5, we find our simulation run matches the results of KH89 at w1HT = .5 and
just below u1Iir = 1, but is noticeably softer in the central part of the curve. Increasing
77 as high as 106 creates no appreciable change in the resulting power-law index from
that of r] = 104. We believe we have reached the asymptotic limit of our simulation.
The results for u\x = 0.3 are similar to those at U\x = 0.5 in that their is a modest
discrepancy at intermediate values of w1HT while matching at the endpoints. This
indicates that the reason for the modest discrepancy between the two results lies in
the assumption of conservation of magnetic moment used in KH89. This assumption
facilitates an analytic result but fails at intermediate obliquities. For parallel shocks
the failure is irrelevant because all the acceleration is from DSA. However, as the
obliquity increases, there is a range of values of u1HT where SDA is important, but the
magnetic moment is not conserved. For u\x = 0.1, SDA does not become important
until the shock is sufficiently oblique to conserve magnetic moment, but for higher
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values of u\x, this is not the case. Hence, the discrepancy.
As stated before, the simulation is capable of going beyond umT = 1 by doing all
calculations in the NIF or the local fluid frame. For all values of r\ > 1, the increased
value of rj hardens the power-law slope at lower values of ulliT, but at higher values of
u1HT, the power-law becomes softer. Higher values of rj have a sharper transition. The
reason for this change in the behavior of the high-energy power-law and the sharpness
of the transition lies in the underlying particle dynamics of the acceleration process.
Neglecting the effects of turbulence for the moment, when the magnetic field direction is parallel to the flow velocity, as a particle's gyro-center goes past a particular
x-coordinate, the particle will cross the same x-coordinate exactly one time because
the ^-component of the particle velocity is constant. However, in an oblique magnetic
field, an energized particle with a velocity substantially larger than the upstream flow
speed will be able to encounter that particular x-coordinate multiple times while the
gyro-center crosses only once. In the absence of a shock, a particle experiences an
E x B drift and the acceleration during the first part of the trajectory is exactly
canceled by the deceleration during the second part of the trajectory. The particle's energy in the NIF isn't constant, but varies sinusoidally about an average value.
However, if a shock is now placed at that x-coordinate, the upstream part of the
trajectory experiences a different electro-magnetic field than the downstream part of
the trajectory, and the net acceleration becomes larger than the deceleration. This
method of acceleration is called shock-drift acceleration (SDA) (see Jokipii 1982; Lee
1984; Armstrong et al. 1985; Decker and Vlahos 1986; Webb et al. 1983; Pesses et
al. 1982; Decker 1988; Vandas 2001).
In oblique shocks with high turbulence levels, the SDA mechanism is suppressed
because the multiple particle gyro-orbits necessary for SDA are broken up by turbulence, and the diffusion length scale becomes comparable to the gyro-scale relevant
for SDA. However, in low turbulence environments, SDA becomes the dominant ac-
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celeration mechanism for high energy particles in oblique shocks.
For oblique shocks where u1HT <C 1, the resulting power-law is unaffected. This is
because in the non-relativistic case, any amount of additional acceleration gained in a
single shock crossing via SDA is exactly canceled by the decreased probability of that
particle returning to the shock. In other words, the conditions required for SDA to
be the dominant acceleration mechanism, low turbulence and oblique magnetic fields,
are the same conditions that make it difficult for particles to diffuse upstream and
return to the shock. In this case, particles must rely almost entirely upon reflection
in order to have multiple encounters with the shock.
When high energy particles encounter an oblique shock in a low-turbulence environment, there is some range of pitch angles for which the differing electro-magnetic
fields on either side of the shock are sufficient to reverse the gyro-center motion of
the particle and send it back upstream in addition to accelerating the particle. This
process is called reflection and if one assumes that the adiabatic moment is conserved (requiring an oblique shock, low turbulence, and particles with momentum
p ^> •jiUmT-1 see KH89 and references therein for further discussion), one can determine that, for a strong (r = 4) shock, an isotropized non-relativistic (in the HT
frame) upstream distribution will have about 87% of incoming upstream particles
reflected. In other words, all particles with \i < v3/2, where /i = coscj) and 4> is
the pitch angle with respect to the magnetic field, are reflected and particles with
/i > \/3/2 are transmitted. For a distribution of particles that is isotropic in the HT
frame (a uniform distribution in \x space), this results in 87% reflection as particles
move from upstream to downstream. If the distribution at the shock is isotropic in
the upstream rest frame but is relativistically beamed in the HT frame (appropriate
for the LAS scenario with u1HT —> 1), then this puts a larger fraction of particles
in the transmission region, reducing the fraction reflected and, correspondingly, softens the power-law slightly. However, when SAS is used in a shock with relativistic
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HT frame speed, angular distribution functions in the HT frame at the shock will
look something like the results shown above in Fig. 6.2. This significantly depletes
the transmission region and enhances the reflection of particles. When HT frame
velocities approach c, reflection is virtually guaranteed at every shock crossing (due
to anisotropy at the shock) unless significant turbulence is present to perturb the
conditions necessary for the conservation of magnetic moment to apply. Specifically,
the particles must complete may gyro-orbits without being deflected by turbulence in
order to be reflected. This near 100% reflection is what is producing the flat, a = 1,
spectral indices in sub-luminal shocks shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. A sample particle
trajectory demonstrating this behavior and the associated energy gains are shown in
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9.
Before moving on to describe what happens when
^IHT > c, a few comments are
necessary on the feasibility of encountering parameters such as those explored here.
The extremely large values of rj used here are only meant to be illustrative, so that
the competing acceleration mechanisms can be clearly separated. Such low levels of
turbulence are not expected near shocks and it would require a truly unusual set of
physical parameters to produce power laws significantly harder than a = 2 using this
mechanism. It should also be noted that the bulk thermal particles that create these
strong shocks must be cold compared to the flow speed in order for the shock to form.
Thus, despite the fact that they receive substantial kinetic heating during their first
shock crossing, they will not meet the p 3>

7I« 1 H T

criterion and will have a reduced

chance of reflection. In this case, the adiabatic approximation fails. Particles may
have only a couple gyro-orbits that pass through the shock during an encounter and
the particular phase of the particle becomes important for determining if it reflects.
For v < u1HT, it is physically impossible for particles to diffuse upstream along field
lines, and some amount of cross-field diffusion is necessary for particles to return to the
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Figure 6.8: A sample particle trajectory depicting strong SDA in an oblique mildly
relativistic shock with de Hoffman-Teller frame speed, u 1HT = .95, NIF shock speed,
v>ix = -5, and compression ratio, r = Uix/u2x = 4 in a low turbulence environment.
The combination of a large sub-luminal de Hoffman-Teller frame speed and extremely
low levels of turbulence create a situation where, after a particle is reflected the first
time, its angular distribution upon return to the shock is such that it is inevitably
reflected again, gaining energy in each reflection by sampling the differing electromagnetic fields on either side of the shock. Though the particle gyro-radius is relatively
constant while gyrating in the shock layer, this is because the momentum boost from
each gyration is in the upstream direction parallel to the magnetic field leaving the
perpendicular momentum constant. The gyro-radius increases as the particles stream
away from the shock and diffuses in pitch angle, transferring some of the gained momentum into the perpendicular direction until the particle eventually diffuses into a
pitch-angle that causes it to get swept back into the shock. The particle becomes
trapped and accelerated to extremely high energies. This particular particle gains
over 15 orders of magnitude in energy before it finally escapes downstream.
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Figure 6.9: A plot showing the particle's position in y direction as a function of the
magnitude of the momentum in fluid frame, Pf, and shock frame, ps. One of the key
features of shock drift acceleration is that the acceleration is coupled directly to the
particle drifting in the direction of the u x B electric field. This plot clearly shows
that feature, and also shows that the actual energy gains are not occurring during the
upstream incursions, where the gyro-radius increases while y is constant, but rather
during the drift phase where, despite the gyro-radius remaining constant, the particle
drifts in the y direction while gaining momentum parallel to the field.
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shock at all. This creates an injection problem. One must ask how these high energy
particles that are accelerated so efficiently get accelerated to high energies in the first
place. Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 illustrate the injection problem for even warm (A4S — 4)
particles in an r = 4 shock. High turbulence environments are able to inject the
particles efficiently, but the power-law is softer. Low turbulence environments have
almost no injection until particles achieve v > u1HT, at which point a strong power-law
develops as particles become trapped in the mechanism described above.
It is precisely the v > ulilT requirement that causes the behavior of the powerlaw to change so dramatically at u1HT = c. At this obliquity and above, so-called,
super-luminal shocks, it becomes physically impossible for even particles moving at
the speed of light to diffuse upstream along the extremely oblique field lines. Without
any cross-field diffusion, the particles are inexorably swept downstream and will pass
through the shock once, and only once regardless of their energy, and reflection can not
happen. Thus, the particles in the low turbulence environment that relied on reflection
for retention in the system are lost and not accelerated. Subsequently, the power-law
becomes very soft very quickly. Particles in the high turbulence environment are
not truly affected by the change in the obliquity of the magnetic field because they
can travel across field lines as easily as they can along them. It is generally found
that for ulHT < 1 decreased turbulence enhances acceleration in the power-law tail
and for uliiT > 1, the opposite holds. This result adds new perspective to the paper
by Ellison and Double (2004), which presented results showing that the power-law
tails in ultra-relativistic shocks are extremely sensitive to both rj and the obliquity of
the magnetic field with the power-law index falling off sharply as these parameters
increase. These same results are seen in the mildly relativistic shocks discussed here,
but with less sensitivity to the parameters in question and only when ulHT > 1.
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Figure 6.10: Full particle distributions for simulation runs in the small angle scattering (SAS) limit, for the mildly-relativistic shocks of upstream flow speed f3\x =
Uix/c = 0.5 whose indices are displayed in Fig. 6.5. Here the de Hoffman-Teller frame
upstream flow speed was set at j31HT = 0.75 (0 B n ~ 48.2°), and the five values of
the diffusive mean fee path X/rg = 1,10,10 2 ,10 3 ,10 4 correspond to those in Fig. 6.5
- the color-coding of the distributions and the spectral index results in the respective
Figures coincides. The velocity compression ratio was again fixed at r = Uix/u2X = 4 ,
and the upstream temperature corresponded to a sonic Mach number of Ms = 4.04
( T = 5.45 x 107 K for an e~ - e+ shock).
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Distributions at Shock (SAS)

Figure 6.11: Full particle distributions for simulation runs in the small angle scattering
(SAS) limit, for the mildly-relativistic shocks of upstream flow speed f3\x = U\x/c =
0.5 explored in Fig. 6.5. In this instance, the de Hoffman-Teller frame upstream flow
speed is /3 1HT = 0.975 (©Bn ~ 59.1° ), and as in Fig. 6.5, color-coding is employed to
facilitate correspondence with the indices in Fig. 6.5, for the five values of the diffusive
mean fee path X/rg = 1,10,10 2 ,10 3 ,10 4 as labelled. Again, the velocity compression
ratio was fixed at r = Uix/u2X = 4, and the upstream temperature corresponded to
a sonic Mach number of Ms = 4.04.
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6.1.3

Ellison and Double (2004)

Our first comparison with other numerical simulations is with the work of Ellison
and Double (2004). The code used in their work is a Monte Carlo simulation that
is algorithmically very similar to the simulation presented in this thesis. However,
the simulations were developed independently and can serve as objective tests of
the other. For non-relativistic shocks, both simulations find the standard results
of a = (r + 2)/(r — 1), where r is the compression ratio of the shock and a is
defined such that dn/dp = p~°'. In the case of ultra-relativistic parallel shocks, both
simulations also find the theoretical result a = 2.23. In the regime of trans-relativistic
and relativistic oblique shocks, analytical solutions have only been found in special
circumstances such as those highlighted in Kirk and Heavens (1989) discussed below.
In their paper, Ellison and Double used their simulation to find power-law solutions
for large mach number shocks in the small-angle scattering limit at both relativistic
and trans-relativistic shock speeds for various magnetic field obliquities and levels of
turbulence, focusing on high levels of turbulence near the Bohm diffusion limit. This
makes this particular work ideal for comparison.
In Fig. 6.12 we compare results from our simulation (histograms) to the results
from the top panel of Fig. 7 in Ellison & Double (2004, solid lines) for a relativistic
shock with upstream 7 = 10 and compression ratio, r = 3.02, for different values of
the upstream magnetic field obliquity, 0Bn, and rj = A/r 9 , the turbulence parameter.
For GBfl = 0°, both simulations produce a result very close to the canonical a = —2.23
power-law (note that the y-axis is f(p)p4'23 oc dn/dpp223

such that a horizontal line

is the canonical result). However, at GBfl = 60°, Mi x /cosO Bfl PS 2, making the
shock decidedly super-luminal. Thus, cross-field diffusion is essential in order for
particles to be able to return to the shock and increasing 77 reduces the power-law
index considerably. This trend is identified by both simulations in this region of
parameter space. Though the power-law indexes are not exact, error is less than 2%
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in the power law slope of f(p). Comparisons were done with other results published in
Ellison & Double (2004), finding similar levels of agreement, and are not shown here
because one figure is sufficient to illustrate the point. It is unfortunate though that
their work did not do a substantial survey of the parameter space characterizing the
behavior of sub-luminal shocks. Their results utilize only 3 obliquities, ©Bfl = 0°,60°,
and 89°. For the trans-relativistic and relativistic shock speeds they surveyed, only
the 0° shocks were sub-luminal and these 0° shocks never show the enhancements due
to SDA as shown in Figs. 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7. Furthemore, their explorations were
done near the Bohm diffusion limit (77 = 1), which also disrupts the SDA mechanism
and prevents significant enhancement. It is for this reason that we turn to another
simulational work that did explore mildly relativistic sub-luminal oblique shocks.
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Figure 6.12: A direct comparison between results from our simulation, the histograms,
and those Ellison and Double (2004, ED04 in the figure), the solid lines, for a relativistic shock with upstream 7 = 10 and compression ratio, r = 3.02, for different
values of the upstream magnetic field obliquity, 0Bfi, and 77 = X/rg, the turbulence
parameter. Specifically, the results from the top panel of their Fig. 7 are compared
here with the y-axis is f(p)p423 oc (dn/dp)p2'2S to match the presentation in that
figure. Both simulations identify the same trends with only minor differences in the
exact value of the power-law slope. This result is representative of other comparisons
made with this work (not shown).
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6.1.4

Niemiec and Ostrowski (2004)

Published in the same year as the Ellison and Double paper, the simulation developed by Niemiec and Ostrowski (2004, hereafter NO04) uses a fundamentally different mechanism for particle scattering from our Monte Carlo simulation. Instead of
isotropizing particles artificially once every mean free path and specifying a momentum dependence for the mean free path, their simulation injects an artificial spectrum
of turbulent magnetic field structure that sits on top of the bulk magnetic field component. Variations in the magnetic field perturb the gyro-orbits of the particles and
are intended to mimic turbulence that a particle might encounter. The field is specified a priori and does not evolve self-consistently as the particles are accelerated to
higher energies. The paper uses Heavens &; Drury (1988), Rankine-Hugoniot results
for electron-proton shocks in the limit of (At s —* °°)

an

d (-MA —> oo) to determine

the compression ratio. This results in different values for the compression ratio than
those found in Chapter 2 and used in this thesis, which assumes an electron-positron
plasma with finite Ais.

Finally, it is not clear that the unusually large magnetic

field perturbations invoked by these authors (5B/B = .3 — 3) qualify as a "realistic"
magnetic field structure (their assertion) and it is doubtful that these perturbations
would satisfy the SAS criterion used in this work, as well as the theoretical work of
KH89 and Kirk et al. (2000). A detailed comparison of the code used in NO04 with
other works, such as those addressed in this chapter, was not presented. Nevertheless, it is attempting to model the same process that we do in similar conditions and,
although we don't expect quantitatively similar results as we did with Ellison and
Double (2004), we do expect to identify some of the same general characteristics.
First, we examine Fig. 2 of their paper, reproduced below in the top panel of Fig.
6.13 for convenience, where differential density distributions for accelerated particles
in a sub-luminal mildly relativistic oblique shock with compression ratio r = 5.11
are produced. Though this is larger than the non-relativistic limit of r = 4, it is
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appropriate for the mildly relativistic electron-proton shocks studied in Heavens &
Drury (1988), from whom they acquire their compression ratios. Though there is not
a simple relationship between the two parameters, SB/B in their work is related to
7] in our simulation with low values of SB/B corresponding to high values of r\. In
sub-luminal shocks for small SB/B, the power law index for the distribution function,
/(p), which they call a, is approximately 3. This is related to the power-law index for
the differential density distribution by a = a — 2 or a ~ 1 in their low turbulence limit.
This agrees with both our results and those of KH89 qualitatively. Additionally, large
amounts of turbulence soften the power-law, as we observed in our simulations runs.
Finally, it is interesting to note that at high energies, where particles are resonant with
larger wavelengths than the stirring scale of the simulation, turbulence disappears for
particles at these energies and the power-law becomes a = 1, in good agreement with
our results.
In super-luminal shocks such as those shown in Fig. 5 of their paper, reproduced
below as the bottom panel in Fig. 6.13, although the statistics are somewhat poor,
it is clear that low turbulence is no longer an asset to the acceleration process. In
the shocks shown here, the power-law is so soft in the low turbulence cases that it is
beyond the simulation's statistics and there is no acceleration. In the high turbulence
case, power-laws are still produced, but comparing their slopes to those of the subluminal case would be meaningless, because of the different compression ratios used.
Nevertheless, these results also agree, at least qualitatively, with our results.
Because NO04 uses a turbulent magnetic field, particle trajectories must be integrated over much shorter time steps than is possible in the Monte-Carlo code presented in this thesis. This necessarily results in longer run times and poorer statistics.
These poor statistics are particularly evident in the angular distributions produced
in Figs. 4, 8, and 11 of their work, where they find angular distributions for shock
parameters used in their study. In Fig. 6.14, we show their results for a plane-parallel
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Figure 6.13: A reproduction of Fig. 2 and the bottom panel of Fig. 5 from Niemiec
and Ostrowski (2004) showing differential density distributions for accelerated particles in sub-luminal (a,b) and super-luminal (e,f) relativistic oblique shocks with
compression ratio, r = 5.11 for u = .5c, and r = 3.92 for u = .9c. 8B/B measures the amount of turbulence, with low values corresponding to high values of r\
in our simulation, a is related to the power-law index for the differential density
distribution by a = a — 2. In low turbulence environments, the sub-luminal oblique
shocks studied here (a,b) approach the a = 1 result, in agreement with our results.
Increased levels of turbulence soften the power-law, and at the high energy part of
the spectrum where particles are resonant with wavelengths larger than the stirring
scale of the simulation, particles see, effectively, very little turbulence and the a = 1
power-law returns. Qualitatively, these results agree with both ours and those of
KH89. For the super-luminal shocks (e,f), low turbulence is no longer an asset to
the acceleration process. In the shocks shown here, the low turbulence cases do not
accelerate particles in their simulation. In contrast, the high turbulence runs are still
able to accelerate particles, with higher turbulence levels producing more accelerated
particles. This also agrees, qualitatively, with our results.
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Figure 6.14: A reproduction of Fig. 11 from Niemiec and Ostrowski (2004) showing
angular particle distributions at the parallel shock wave with U\x = 0.5c formed by
particles with energies in the range 1 < log(E/E0) < 5 for the small (5B/B = 0.3;
squares) and large (SB/B = 3.0; lines) turbulence amplitude. E0 is the ultrarelativistic injection speed of the test particles. The open squares and dashed line are for
F(k) oc fc_1; the filled squares and solid line are for F(k) ex k~5/3.

shock with U\ = .5c. Poor statistics in NO04, combined with the large values of SB/B
that almost surely violate the SAS limit, preclude a quantitative analysis, but it can
be said that the same general behavior is identified in their work, with the distribution function peaking below fis — 1. A study testing how critical the SAS limit is to
producing the theoretical distribution of Kirk et al., as well as a more quantitative
comparison, is left to future work.
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6.1.5

New Results

Having thoroughly validated the code by reproducing and expanding upon previous
work, we used our Monte Carlo simulation to model relativistic parallel shocks for
different values of 6scatu the angular width of the conical sector into which the particle's momentum vector is scattered at each encounter with magnetic turbulence. A
value of 0scatt = Ti" corresponds to LAS, where the particles scatter 1 time per mean
free path. A small value corresponds to SAS, where the particles scatter N times per
mean free path, where N is given by Eq. (3.2).
Fig. 6.15 shows the multitude of power-law indices available while only varying
the scatter angle, 0scatt, and shock obliquity, 0 B n, for a fixed value of r\ = 5. Varying
r\ would cause all the power-law indices for GBfl > 0 to shift, with the most oblique
shocks being influenced the most by a small change in r\.
Fig. 6.16 shows the two primary results. The first is that LAS scattering produces
a step like structure in the accelerated distribution with each step corresponding to
particles with increasing numbers of shock crossings. In other words, the first step
consists almost entirely of particles that have crossed the shock 3 times. Particles
in the second step have crossed the shock 5 times, etc. The prevalence of the step
structure and how high in energy it extends before damping into a power-law increases
with the relativistic 7 of the shock. The second major result is that decreasing the
scattering angle removes this structure but at the same time, softens the resulting
power-law. The reasons for this lie, again, in the shock frame distribution function at
the shock. While LAS produces a beamed isotropic distribution like the red histogram
of Fig. 6.2 at the shock, SAS produces a distribution like that shown in the black
histogram in Fig. 6.2. As shown by Bell (1978) and Peacock (1981), the energy gain
from a shock crossing depends upon the angle with which the particle crosses the
shock. So, although the probability that the particles return to the shock from the
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Figure 6.15: Particle distribution functions dN/dp from mildly-relativistic shocks
(TiPi = 3 , i.e. Pi = u\/c = 0.949) of upstream-to-downstream velocity compression ratio r = Ui/u2 ~ 3.24. Simulation results can be divided into two groups:
parallel shock runs (0 B f l = 0° , upper three histograms), and oblique, superluminal
shock cases (0 B f l = 20°, 40°, 60° , lower three histograms). For these simulation runs,
scattering off hydromagnetic turbulence was modeled by randomly deflecting particle
momenta by an angle within a cone, of half-angle 0 scatt , whose axis coincides with the
particle momentum prior to scattering; the ratio of the diffusive mean free path A to
the gyroradius rg was fixed at r/ = \/rg = 5 . The heavyweight lines (two uppermost
histograms) are for the large angle scattering cases (LAS: 6>scatt < TT ^> 1/Ti). All
other cases, corresponding to standard weight lines, constitute pitch angle diffusion
(PAD) runs, when #scatt < l/Tx and the distributions become independent of the
choice of # scatt . All distributions asymptotically approach power-laws dN/dp oc p~a
at high energies. For the two cases bracketing the results depicted, the power-laws
are indicated by lightweight lines, with indices of a = 1.61 (0 Bf i = 0°, 6>scaM < n)
and a = 3.31 (6 B n = 60° , #scatt < 10° ), respectively.
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Figure 6.16: A figure from Stecker et al. (2007) in which we highlight the importance
of the microphysics of turbulence on the shape of the distribution function. Distribution functions for relativistic parallel shocks are found for values of the rapidity
as labeled for a compression ratio of r — 3. The blue histograms use large angle
scattering (LAS) for increasing values of the rapidity of the upstream flow, resulting in increasing amounts of structure in the downstream distribution function. For
the 7/3 = 10 case, results are shown for decreasing values of #scatt, resulting in less
structure but also a softer power-law. The SAS limit is found as (9scatt —• I / 7 .
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downstream side is unaffected by 9scatt, the energy gain at the shock is, resulting in
different power-laws for different values of 8scatt.

6.2

Conclusions

This chapter has applied our robust Monte Carlo simulation, that has been verified
by comparison with theoretical results and other simulations, to relativistic shocks.
The simulation produces steady state distribution functions for planar shocks of infinite extent for all shock speeds, energies, and positions, simulating both the injection
and acceleration of particles via first-order Fermi shock acceleration. It successfully
reproduces the theoretical work of other authors and has been verified against its
algorithmically similar counterpart created by Don Ellison. Finally, by utilizing the
unique advantages that a simulation has over purely theoretical work, we are able to
expand upon the work of previous authors by examining individual particle trajectories and moving away from the idealized cases that are analytically tractable, leading
to several key conclusions:
• The power-law index in relativistic shocks is not uniform and depends critically
on the nature and magnitude of turbulence, the shock speed, and the shock
obliquity.
• When SAS is invoked, u\xj cos 0 B n is a critical inflection point in the parameter
space. When it is less than c, oblique shocks in low levels of turbulence accelerate
high energy particles extremely efficiently via SDA, but when this quantity is
greater than c, turbulence becomes vital to acceleration in oblique shocks.
• Invoking LAS produces significant structure in the high energy particle distributions in relativistic shocks, but also produces a slightly harder power-law than
a similar shock in the SAS scenario, where there is only a power-law with little
structure.
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• These results can be useful in determining the nature of the turbulence around
GRBs and other astrophysical objects or to attempts at fitting the observed photon spectra using realistic particle distributions and preferred radiation emissions mechanics.
While the simulation in its current state is sufficient for preliminary exploration of
the subject, future work on this subject will seek to improve the simulation further,
incorporating more details of the physics in the hopes of fitting observed spectra more
precisely. In shocks such as those shown above with a < 2, a majority of the energy
in the system will be found in the accelerated particles. This necessarily modifies the
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions of the shock making a step function shock no longer a
valid approximation. This effect is already seen clearly in the termination shock of the
solar wind and should be included in cases where a super-thermal seed distribution
is present (such as pick-up ions at the termination shock) and in the cases examined above with such a hard power-law. Additionally, while this expostion primarily
worked with large Alfvenic Mach number shocks, in principle, low Alfvenic Mach
numbers are possible in these objects as well. While the Rankine-Hugoniot solutions
presented above are fully capable of determining the appropriate jump conditions,
low Alfvenic Mach number shocks may produce significant second-order Fermi acceleration due to the motion of the scattering centers (Alfven waves) in the upstream
and downstream rest frames. The code currently assumes scattering centers that
are stationary in their respective fluid frames but could easily be adapted to include
non-stationary scattering centers for the case of low Alfvenic Mach number shocks.
Preliminary work has also been done to lay the ground work for future inclusion of
the cross-shock potential in the simulation (Baring & Summerlin 2007, see Ch. 5).
The simulation is currently a single fluid model with either electrons or protons (chosen by the user) treated as a background fluid. However, in reality, the disparate
diffusion scales of the two species will cause their distribution functions to react to
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the presence of the shock on different scale lengths. This temporary charge separation will create electric fields that can be, as shown in Baring & Summerlin (2007),
quite large. The inclusion of this effect and detailed examination of the magnitude
of its effects on accelerated proton and electron distributions and, particularly, to the
injection problem, is deferred to later work.

Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
7.1

Summary

This thesis has presented an extensive body of work in the field of particle acceleration at collisionless shocks. First, an independently developed Monte Carlo simulation
was used to successfully model the accelerated particle distribution in a heliospheric
shock, as well as the upstream precursor associated with the accelerated 200 keV
protons by using an incident distribution consisting of only the thermal solar wind
and pick-up ions. No pre-accelerated distribution was necessary to model the high
energy power-law tail. Nevertheless, deficiencies still exist in the fit, and these were
made apparent in the modeling of another shock at 3.15 AU, where the simulation
was unable to match the observed distribution using the simple scattering mechanism
used previously. Preliminary investigations into incorporating the diffusive characteristics of the field line wandering (FLW) model suggest that the simple scattering
mechanism used in our initial study more readily fits the observed data. Cross-shock
potentials were also investigated in the context of supernova remnants. Results from
this study highlighted the potential importance of the cross-shock potential as it pertains to the initial injection and acceleration of particles (especially electrons) and
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demonstrated that oblique shocks exhibit variations in the electric field on a distance
scale of order the gyro-radius, whereas quasi-parallel shocks will show these variations on distance scales of order the mean free path. This could have important
observational consequences in SNRs, specifically suggesting that, in principal, quasiparallel and quasi-perpendicular sections of the shock front could be distinguishable
in thermal X-ray emission. In the area of relativistic shocks, we derived solutions
to the relativistic Rankine-Hugoniot relations and used these results when modeling
relativistic and mildly relativistic shocks, performing a robust exploration of the parameter space and identifying key features of shock acceleration in relativistic shocks.
Among these are the importance the quantity wi x /cosO Bfl , the speed of the shock in
the de Hoffman-Teller frame, in the SAS scenario. When this quantity is less than 1,
we find that decreased turbulence and enhanced obliquity can produce power-laws as
hard as / oc p~3 or dn/dp oc p _ 1 . However, on the other side, when •u lx /cosG Bfl > 1,
oblique relativistic shocks have great difficulty accelerating particles without significant amounts of turbulence. The reasons for this abrupt change are explained utilizing
the ability of the Monte Carlo simulation to trace particle trajectories. We also note
the importance of the microphysics of the turbulence on the resulting power-law by
contrasting the LAS scenario with the SAS scenario, finding that the LAS scenario
takes many decades in momentum to form a power-law but significantly enhances the
acceleration of particles in the high-energy tail as compared to SAS scenario. These
results have important implications for attempts to fit observed spectra from GRBs
by showing clearly that the canonical —2.23 power-law index is realized only for a
limited portion of parameter space, that a wide range of potential values exist for the
power-law index, and that, in fact, a power-law is not even strictly necessary if one
presumes large angle scattering (LAS) as the mechanism for isotropizing particles.
Furthermore, determining the power-law index of the resulting distribution can provide insight into the values of the parameters which control that index in relativistic
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shocks. Despite the successes of this work, there is still much that can be improved
upon.

7.2

Anticipated Projects

Presently, our work focuses on improving the fit to fully model the entire observed
distribution for heliospheric shocks. Including the effects of second-order Fermi acceleration by allowing the scattering centers to move along field lines with the Alfven
speed seems a straightforward way to proceed and it is especially prudent given some
fairly recent results in the field. In 2003, George Gloeckler published a paper describing observational evidence of a / oc v~5 power-law tail throughout the heliosphere
even in the quiet solar wind far away from shocks. Since then, understanding the
source of this distribution and its implications for acceleration at heliospheric shocks
has been a prevalent topic in the community. More recently an explanation for this
power-law tail has arisen (Fisk & Gloeckler 2006) utilizing only second-order Fermi
(stochastic) acceleration to achieve the power-law without the presence of shocks.
While both the observational evidence and the theoretical argument supporting this
idea have been called into question by the community, a rigorous test of the principal
is yet to be done. While this implementation of stochastic acceleration would not
fully model the stochastic processes going on in the solar wind, it would model what
is believed to be the dominant stochastic process in the solar wind capable of accelerating protons, allowing for just such a test. A preliminary test of the feasibility
of this idea can be performed by removing the shock and determining if stochastic
acceleration in the solar wind evolves the distribution function towards a power-law
and what its index is. Second, the time scale of the evolution needs to be determined. Considering that the mean free path of thermal particles in the solar wind is
of order 1 AU, it is doubtful that stochastic acceleration alone will be able to acceler-
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ate thermal solar wind particles to a steady state v~5 distribution over the observed
distance scale of 1 AU, but it is possible that stochastic acceleration may be able
to maintain a v~5 distribution created by some other non-ubiqutious process (such
as shocks) against adiabatic losses. If this is possible, it would lead to a potential
answer to the quandary of the ubiquitous v ~5 distribution in which diffusive shock
acceleration provides large numbers of accelerated particles in power-law tails which
then slowly evolve to a steady state v~5 distribution when shocks are not present. In
addition to its application to this problem, including stochastic acceleration in the
areas of enhanced turbulence that surround a shock may allow particles to diffuse sufficiently in momentum space both prior to encountering the shock and downstream
of the shock, where the Alfven speed, B/y/4iFp, is enhanced by a factor of order yfr
in highly oblique shocks, enhancing injection into the first-order Fermi process and
improving the model fit in the slightly suprathermal region. CIR shocks will be the
most likely candidates for significant stochastic acceleration due to their low Alfvenic
Mach numbers.

7.3

The Future of Monte Carlo Simulations

Fully 3D PIC simulations that self-consistently model the electromagnetic forces in the
plasma are the future of shock acceleration physics. However, they require massive
amounts of computing power and the extent to which they can be made parallel
is fairly limited due to their self-consistency. Thus, it may be a decade or more
before these simulations can reproduce observed distributions, but simply by selfconsistently modeling the electromagnetic forces, they already incorporate the crossshock potential, second-order Fermi, and the microphysics of the turbulence, all of
which may be critical to the injection problem, and in relativistic shocks, these things
may be important even in the generation of the high energy tail. Nevertheless, Monte
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Carlo simulations will continue to fill a niche in shock acceleration physics. First, in
the near future, PIC simulations will not be able to produce extended power-law tails,
but they are expected to produce accurate descriptions of the plasma physics such
as the diffusive characteristics of the plasma, the extent of the region of enhanced
turbulence around the shock, and the magnitudes of electric fields generated near
the shock, among other things. By incorporating these results into the Monte Carlo
simulation presented here, much like the diffusive characteristics of the FLW model
were incorporated into the simulation, it should be possible, in principal, to model
accelerated particle distributions with Monte Carlo run times and PIC simulation
micro-physics. A collaboration such as this has the potential to revolutionize the field
and is definitely a course to consider for the future. However, when computers reach
a point of sophistication that allows PIC simulations to produce extended power-law
tails, one may ask what will happen to this type of Monte Carlo simulation. The
answer is that the fact that the Monte Carlo simulation does NOT incorporate all
the physics, or, more accurately, can selectively incorporate physics, will become an
asset. PIC simulations incorporate all the physics, but the jumbled mess of protons,
electrons, electromagnetic fields, and plasma waves of all varieties can make it difficult
to separate the individual effects from one another. As was shown in chapter 6, where
the effects of shock drift acceleration (SDA) were clearly separated from the effects of
diffusive shock acceleration (DSA), Monte Carlo simulations have the unique ability
to turn off certain aspects of the physics to ascertain what the dominant effects are
that control the nature of the acceleration process in different areas of the parameter
space. This will allow better understanding of the process on a theoretical level.
Thus, this thesis lays the ground work for research applicable to the problems of the
present as well as for the foreseeable future.
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